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The Jainism has divided the rotations of the wheel of time in two on the basic of their outcome.

During the utsarpini period the Joys increase gradually and during avasarpini the woe multiply.

Sixty-three men who influence the life on this planet are born during both utsarpini and

avasarpini. They are called Tirthankars Chakravarties Vasudevas and Prativasudevas. In this

saga the life and times of the distinguished sixteen that were born during the present

avasarpini times is described vividly.

About the AuthorDr. Shepperson is a 3rd generation Presbyterian preacher’s son. He attended

boarding schools and colleges in the UK, Switzerland, and the USA. He earned a doctoral

degree in clinical psychology along the way, worked as an Air Force psychologist, and was on

faculty at a doctoral program of psychology in California. He and his wife owned a group

psychotherapy practice in California. For the past decade or so he served as a missionary in

southwest China, the UK, and New Zealand. Now he and his wife live and practice as licensed

psychologists in Hawaii �but he mainly writes stuff. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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PREFACEThe Trisastisalaka purush charitra is a literary classic Biography of the Jain world. All

the aspects of Jain religious order are depicted in this illustrious book. The stories of 24

Tirthankars, 12 Chakravarti’s, 9 Baldev, 9 Vasudev and 9 Prativasudev totaling to 63 in all are

described with their previous birth’s.The Original version is written in Sanskrit the mother of all

languages by Acharya Hemchandrasuriswarji Maharaj with the personal request of King

Kumarpal in 12 century, Gujarat. It was later translated in other languages like Gujarati and

Hindi. Many edited and abridged versions later came into being. This recent translation true to

the period between 1931 to 1942.Trisastisalaka purush charitra is rich with science, art and

architectural knowledge, literature, ethics, law, stories, myths, proverbs and warfare. But more

emphasis is laid on the spiritual science for which it is indented.It incorporates the key points of

different science like Life science, Cosmic science, Karmic science, Molecular science and

General science, Social science, Astronomical and Dream science. It is rich with descriptions

of temple, city celestial and palace-Architecture; Animal and human, decorations, jewellery,

dance, make up, costumes and various musical instruments.Different topics like Anatomy,

Logic, Metaphysics, Philosophy, Philology, Psychology and Theology are included in this great

scripture. The Travelogue and seasonal description transfers the reader to that place and

environment.The small stories, real and parables rich with morals derived from personal

conscience with results of good and bad in terms of natural justice, encourage goodness and

respectability. Which cultivates and tills the mind to sow seeds to reap the fruits that would

purify the soul.For all Jain and Non Jain English readers to know Jainism- “A Religion of

Universal Laws”, this book is a ‘Must Read.’Life is provisional existence of unknown limits. We

live in a ‘Living community’ amongst human and sub-human living forms; to co-exist, everybody

has to endure through life and have forbearance towards others, whether strong or weak, able

or disable, merited or de-merited, wealthy or un-wealthy, small or big, competent or

incompetent, developed or undeveloped in physical-mental or spiritual aspect of life.While

people and creatures deprived of basic requirements to survive physical life are helped or seen

sorrowfully, the same deprived of spiritual competency are nevertheless not valued and helped,

having unbearable nature with no good morals of life. Normally they behave and exhibit

themselves in a rude manner being self centered and busy in procuring happiness and keeping

away from all discomforts’ at the cost of other’s existence or happiness, not considering the



resulting multiple sufferings of surrounding living creatures.It is here they fail to assess the

future results of their own deeds, speech and thoughts, which would lead them to a worse

scenario than the present to face in future.An extended vision is expected to see, evaluate and

force the distant past and future in present perspective i.e. the cause and effect in

reference.People and other sub-human forms with no religious knowledge and understanding

of self being a ‘Soul’ with infinite past and future are pitiful, but a spiritually inclined individual

with a high intelligent quotient if is deluded with the actual meaning and purpose of life, falling

to sensual pleasures and wasting life with no particular goal are more pitiful because of their

own ignorance of a ‘human state’ acquired by competing with infinite soul’s. Then, who should

be expected for a good life?People are in quest of all kinds of freedom from time immemorial,

but it is the spiritual freedom that makes the man superior to all with a meaningful and

purposeful life to attain a definite states in this life and the lives after death until emancipation.If

we do not wish to reinstate our bad past in future again, we need to be more aware of different

life forms surrounding us as considering it as our past, and if ignorant of the present, our future

lives, will surely be affected.The belief in self, comes from belief of a God with a past like us

and gradually developed and evolved as a pure form of omniscient –omnipotent being and we

becoming like him, like God. Along with this belief comes the belief of Universal law of Karmic

bondages. The minute particle of matter is deposited on every soul with passion and other

deeds thus changing the original nature of soul to, a form of formless (soul) in different lives,

with different status of happiness etc, the level of spiritual consciousness is covered-

obstructed, resulting in delusion and ignorance. This results in the acceptances of the cosmic

structure with celestial and infernal status to feel the extreme level of happiness and

torture.Thus a gradual development of soul in different life forms from being a unicellular being

with one sense to the most developed 5 sensed human form capable of emancipation is

conceived. The voyage we all have started ends with our liberation from body i.e., life and

death from karmic bonding.Jain religion propounded by omniscient, leaders-Tirthankar is

complete in each form with minute and intricate knowledge and code of conduct capable to

bring about development until emancipation.The need for English Jain literature has grown

much more in recent times with new generation moving away from mother, mother tongue,

mother land, mother nature, mother of language, and mother of all religion. To bring them near

to all these, a conversational universal language now English is more in use throughout.

Making it a medium to impart ethical and moreover religious, values, an authentic, translated

version of a scripture was badly in need.When I came across this book – I saw my feelings

responded. I have gone through this translation many times and have found it touching. The

gist of all Original authors’ intention is nicely translated in words. Interesting and lucid, simple

words have been framed for starters. I was very much impressed by her hard work, her

knowledge of both languages and her mastery over it.Since long, Many people have tried to

translate in English but the strength in constructing, selection of words are often, lame, wrongly

depicted, misgiving the Original meaning, the authentication yet to be proved and can be

challenged, At international status, if a presentable translation (Just as if it is an original

version) is to be put at international level then the acceptance of it should be more

worthy.Nevertheless people try, but here translator has kept up the international standard of

language.The translator has misinterpreted in some places where, she wrote that Acharya

Hemchandrasuriswarji is inconsistent with spellings of proper names. But did not feel justified

in changing his spellings.If she would have known the dictionary and thesaurus of Sanskrit

words she wouldn’t have erred.To show the readers the richness of Sanskrit language Acharya

Hemchandrasuriswarji has given all the possible list of proper names as viewed in



substance.There is no inconsistency in spelling’s, but the author has purposefully shown the

wide variety of words produced in Sanskrit language. The author has shown this by giving

words with different spelling’s but same meaning’s, Just as synonyms an used to show the

richness of language. I list up some

words.WordsMeaningAgamikaAgamukaComerDahyaDohyaOne that can be

milkedDevaDaivaGodAniAneeBoundaryMusakMoosakRatAtviAtveeJungleChirkalikChirkalinA

long periodChitaChitiPile of logsI also give a list of some places where she has misinterpreted

the contents.She has shown her devotion by not changing the contents of original matter,

however she has written her misbeliefs in notes where I have corrected her.The corrected

notes are printed, however her original notes are provided on site by the publisher.Here I wish

to list up some of her contents, corrected:-Original MatterEdited MatterBook-1The Jain Saga-1

Running MatterPage No. 119At dawn, attended on all sides by powerful crowned kings like

many suns; surrounded by many most excellent ministers like houses of the (four) methods

(upaya), like polities embodied, like Sukra, etc.Page No. 11At dawn, attended on all sides by

powerful crowned kings like many suns surrounded on all four sides by many most excellent

ministers like house of the solution, like polities embodied, like Sukra, etc.Book-1The Jain

Saga-1 Running MatterPage No. 147To the accompaniment of auspicious songs by women,

the Master circled the fire with Sumangala and Sunanda until the eighth circle was

completed.Page No. 88To the accompaniment of auspicious songs by women, the Master

circled the fire with Sumangala and Sunanda until the eighth stanzas were

completed.Book-1The Jain Saga-1 Running MatterPage No. 183From the law of the rolling of a

stone in a mountain-stream, all karmas gradually perish of their own accord from the

realization of their fruit.Page No. 123From the law of the rolling of a stone causing a round

surface naturally in a mountain stream, karmas gradually of their own accord from the

realization of their fruit.Book-1The Jain Saga-1 Running MatterPage No. 253The knowledge of

the future, past and present for three years.Page No. 111The knowledge of the future, past and

present originates of the three times.Book-1The Jain Saga-1 Running MatterPage No.

302“What is this conflict of the two sons of Rsabha, like that of two hands of the same body?”

With this reflection, they said to the soldiers of both armies, “Rsabha Svamin's order is that no

one is to fight here, while we are enlightening your proud masters” At the command of the Lord

of the Three Worlds, the soldiers of both sides stopped.Page No. 191“What is this conflict of

the two sons of Rsabha, like that of two hands of the same body?” With this reflection, they

said to the soldiers of both armies, “In the name of Rsabhaswami, nobody would fight 'swear,

in' while we are enlightening your proud masters” At the command of swearing in the name of

the Lord of the Three Worlds, the soldiers of both sides stopped.Book-1The Jain Saga-1

FootnoteF. No. 28Or perhaps aniscita can be interpreted as ‘unlimited.’F. No. 297Anisthita =

Asamapta be interpreted, as ‘still with abundant power.’Book-1The Jain Saga-1 FootnoteF. No.

305I have not found any parallel for this rather unusual simile, but the yoke-pin seems to

represent the soul.F. No. 288The time passed , when a yoke and yoke pin are differently place

in last Ocean (svayabhuraman Ocean) and with natural passage of time the yoke pin fits in

yoke naturally is the time when one receives a Human birth again, through all different life’s

and deaths in 84 lakhs yoni (Birth Places.)Book-2The Jain Saga-1 FootnoteF. No. 29Nidana is

to practice penance or observe a vow with the intention of gaining, a reward for it. It was often

made by someone in order to gain the power of punishing an enemy in a future birth. It is

forbidden in Jain dharma.F. No. 298Nidana is to practice penance or observe a vow with the

intention of gaining, a reward for it. It is often made by someone in order to gain the power of

punishing an enemy of future birth. It is forbidden in Jain dharma. It is also in reference to the



pleasure of material life that is in present and in Future all is forbidden.Book-2The Jain Saga-1

Running MatterPage No. 39Then they made immediately a vaikriyasamudghata and made a

staff innumerable yojanas long….Page No. 267Then they made immediately a

vaikriyasamudghata and made a staff of soul innumerable yojanas long.…Book-2The Jain

Saga-1 FootnoteF. No. 46‘Cold’ water is unsterilized water. See I, n. 18. At the present time the

distinction is made by thanda, ‘cold’ and garam, ‘hot’F. No. 307‘Cold’ water is unsterilized water.

The life in water still remains and after water is boiled sterilized etc. there is on life in it. (a

particular time Until it gets the capacity to produce new life in it.)Book-2The Jain Saga-1

FootnoteF. No. 64Uttarasanga, defined wrapping the scarf around face.F. No. 317Uttarasanga,

is holding the scarf end in front of mouth in between two folded hands.Book-2The Jain Saga-1

Running MatterPage No. 127From Saudharmakalpa to Sarvartha the gods become stronger in

each successive heaven in respect to duration of life, brilliance, power, purity, soul-color,

happiness, in the sphere of the senses, and in clairvoyant knowledge.Page No. 326It is the

colour of karmic influx. A Pure Soul has no karma and so no colour. When a soul acquire new

karma during that time because of the soul’s purity at the time of influx the ‘Lesya’ is decided. It

is in six division accordingto the purity. In other words ‘The Aura’ during the influx. Where ever

‘Soul-colour’ appears.Book-2The Jain Saga-1 Running MatterPage No. 134The tirthas are

taught as its five ornaments. Doubt, acceptance of other doctrines, hate of the Tirthankaras

speech, praise of false doctrine, acquaintance with it are five things able to corrupt right-

belief.Page No. 332• The acceptance of a true god as God. • The acceptance of a true guru as

Guru. • The acceptance of a true dharma as Dharma. • The acceptance of a false god as false

God. • The acceptance of a false guru as false Guru. • The acceptance of a false dharma as

False Dharma • Is defined as right belief and Viseversa is wrong-belief.Book-2The Jain Saga-1

FootnoteF. No. 265A division of time, beginning with 9 samayas and extending to one samaya

less than a muhurta. A samaya is an infinitesimally small period of time.F. No. 424A division of

time, beginning with 9 samayas and extending to one samaya less than a muhurta. A samaya

is 'an indivisible unit of time.’Book-2The Jain Saga-1 FootnoteF. No. 326Here is an

inconsistency that I have not been able to solve. In i. 6. 633-36 (I, p. 370) the mountain is made

so that it cannot be ascended. The steps, that are called ' stairs' here, were a yojana apart.

Muni Jayantavijayaji suggests that in the long period of time that had elapsed, the mountain

might have changed and become ascendible.F. No. 449There is No inconsistency as it is said

that the one who ascends astapad with this own labdhi and stays overnight finds emancipation

in same life. But by the help of god or aerial car etc. if one reveres the temple on astapad than

he may have more than one life before emancipation. Also the mountain is still insensible

though it may have become small due to time.Book-2The Jain Saga-1 FootnoteF. No. 390It is

to be noted that herein a Svetambara work the hand is used instead of an alms-bowl.F. No.

474All the Tirthankar’s are ‘hand-bowled.’ the swetambara belief for alms-bowl is for all Jain

sadhu’s and sadhvi’s who are without ‘Karapatra labdhi’Book-3The Jain Saga-2 Running

MatterPage No. 56The younger brother of Acala gave thirteen crores of silver (125 million

coins) silver to the men who announced the Master's arrival.Page No. 40The younger brother

of Acala gave twelve and half crores of silver (125 million coins) silver to the men who

announced the Master’s arrival.Book-3The Jain Saga-2 Running MatterPage No. 90All jivas

are of two kinds with reference to being grasped from the practical point of view (vyavaharya),

or not being grasped Avyavahara from the practical point of view. The fine many-bodied souls

(nigoda) are the latter. The others are grasped by the senses.Page No. 88All Jivas are of two

kinds, with reference “to the one who has attained gross body (Badara) Once also he is in

Vyavahara group and the one (soul) who has not attained a gross body once also he is in



Avyavahara group.” Respectively the fine many-bodied souls (nigoda) are the latter. The others

are grasped by the senses.Book-3The Jain Saga-2 Running MatterF. No. 133There is no

province Bharata, nor Airavata, in the Videhas according to the usual cosmography, which

author usually follows.F. No. 64Bharat or airavat here are the ‘names’ of ‘vijaya’ (khanda) of

videhas and not our traditional bharat Khetra and Airavata khetra is the 5 bharat and 5

Airavata.Book-3The Jain Saga-2 FootnoteF. No. 183I have read bandha here, though without

MS. Authority. The emendation is slight. Gandha has been mentioned above and bandha

seems required here.F. No. 90The characteristic of matter is ‘gandha’ not bandba. i.e.

Smell.Book-3The Jain Saga-2 FootnotePage No. 185Ananta means without limit, whereas

asankhya means that there is a limit to the number of…Page No. 92Here ananta is infinite and

asankhya is innumerable. Where infinite and innumerable are of 9 types.Book-3The Jain

Saga-2 FootnotePage No. 186Properly speaking kala has no ‘atoms,’ nor pradesas. It is, as

Hemacandra himself says above, the one substance which does not have pradesas. Muni

Jayantavijayaji explains this inconsistency by the interpretation that kala is believed to be an

object (because of its usefulness), though not really an object.Page No. 93Properly speaking

kala has no ‘atoms,’ nor pradesas. Infinite past and infinite future time's are measured,

understood and used generally as ‘units of' time. like hour, day, year, century etc to

pudgalaparavert Kala. The interpretation that kala is believed to be and object (because of its

usefulness), though not really an object with other view point kala is changes in Atma and

pudgala. indivisible unit ‘samaya’ when passes it becomes past, the one which is going to

come is future and the present samayaa single unit is ‘kala’.Book-3The Jain Saga-2 FootnoteF.

No. 215The first letter of the alphabet.F. No. 109It isn’t the first alphabet. It is ‘Mine’ here in

interpreted. (Akara = mine) source for something.Book-3The Jain Saga-2 FootnoteF. No.

264Ghana. Exactly what ghana means here, I do not know. I can find no authorized meaning

that makes sense.F. No. 190Ghana means dense. The dense water and dense Air are found in

cosmos.Book-3The Jain Saga-2 Additional noteAppendix–1Hither Hemacandra's usual

accurate knowledge of natural history fails in regard to spiders or there is some species of

Indian spider with habits of which I can find no trace. The comparison of people ensnared by

karma with spiders and spider-webs is a favorite one with Hemacandra. He uses it in 2. 1. 53;

4. 1. 144; 5. 1. 127; 6. 6. 222. In three of these lala, 'saliva,' is the substance of which the web is 

made, though the thread really comes from the spider's abdomen.Here the Original Sanskrit

Word ‘Lalatantu’ Lala lajala are used in reference to the 'secretion' of spider (from the

spinnerets). So the interpretation nowhere goeswrong Lala means ‘spittle’ which means

something that looks like saliva. The word ‘Lala shrava’ is used for spider word 'Muhayanti' from

verb ‘muh’ is for bewilderment not for ‘Mouth’, and mouth Secretion i.e. ‘Saliva’. As another

word ‘Lalameh’ is also present which is used to explain as a sticky secretion of a gland (i.e.

ampullate gland and the Flagella form gland) which creates a silken thread. A note say's “most

spiders have multiple silk glands (up to 8pairs) Which secrete different types of silk material

optimized for different purposes, and can spin seven different types of silk”. A group of spider's

may build webs as big as 200 yards (180 Mt.) a cross.Book-5The Jain Saga-3 FootnoteF. No.

64This contradicts the description of Narada as a celibate. Perhaps this Rsi Narada is an

entirely different person from the well-known Narada.F. No. 47This contradicts the description

of Narada as a celibate but Here in, it is only the 'name' ‘narada’ and not the traditional

‘Naradas’Book-5The Jain Saga-3 FootnoteF. No. 204A species of serpent.F. No. 203A species

of serpent bitten by this species though the Snake charmer call’s snake to suck the venom they

do not, and instead wish to burn in fire, as option.Book-5The Jain Saga-3 FootnoteF. No. 381I

strongly suspect that the ‘dravya’ of the edition should be read ‘dramma.’F. No. 270Dravya is



‘Wealth or goods’ not dramma. Just so, it is more than gold acquired in previous life. And this

meaning suits ‘to be richer in each next birth’Book-6The Jain Saga-3 FootnotePage No. 7The

mahavratas are non-injury, truthfulness, honesty, chastity, and poverty.Page No. 2751. non

injury (non killing), 2. abstaining from untruth, 3. non stealing, 4. Chastity (celibacy) 5. non

possession.Book-6The Jain Saga-3 FootnotePage No. 13Jatimada is pride in caste, but

ordinarily Marici is said to have suffered from kulamada, pride in family.Page No. 281Jatimada/

Kulamada: Jati and Kula both are interpreted as jati made. i.e., pride in (of) Family. elsewhere

Father`s Family is denoted by Jati and Mothers Family is denoted by kula. But in Monnier

william's Dictionary both are defined as 'Family' and thus our Presentation is right in both

places. In the 1st Parvan the words are 'kulmada' and that in 10th parvan the words are

'Jatimada' but both are same as is referred in reference to Pride in father’s Family.Book-6The

Jain Saga-3 FootnotePage No. 129The Teacher of the World said to him in a nectar-sweet

voice, “O Gautama Indrabhuti, is there a welcome from you?”Page No. 412The Teacher of the

World said to him in a nectar-sweet voice, “O Gautama Indrabhuti, have you come here nicely?

Book-6The Jain Saga-3 FootnotePage No. 287The cakra is the discus of the cakravartin (ruler

of all of Bharata) and the Vasudeva (ruler of half of Bharata). It is invincible with rare

exceptions, e.g. a member of the family.Page No. 287The Chakra is the discus of the

cakravartin (ruler of all of Bharata) and the Vasudeva (ruler of half of Bharata). Chakra formally

obtained by prativisnu as ruler of half Bharat, during fight is obtained by Vishnu with whom he

kills. It is invincible with rare exceptions, e.g. a member of the family.Book-6The Jain Saga-3

FootnoteF. No. 146Means of knowledge. There are 2 kinds: direct (pratyaksa) and indirect

(paroksa). Mati and sruta knowledge are direct. The other three are indirect.F. No. 360Means of

knowledge. There are 2 kinds: direct (pratyaksa) and indirect (paroksa). Mati and sruta

knowledge are indirect. The other three are direct.Book-6The Jain Saga-3 FootnoteF. No.

265Says this is the lecture on Marudeva. So far as I know, nothing more is known about it.F.

No. 440It’s is not lecture on Marudeva. It is a lecture 'named' MarudevaBook-1-2-3Running

matter (All partsThree-steps (Origination, perishing and permanence.)Three-phrases ‘Pada’

has many meanings. Step, Portion, ray of light, Part of a verse, Quarter of a line, line of a

stanza, a word, a period of arithmetical progression, etc. Here in the present context, the

translator has wrongly interpreted as step’s as the steps of Astapada (8 Stepped Mountain) or

the ‘Three steps’ of Vishukumar Muni's but the actual translation should be ‘a phrase’or a part

of a verse. As the ‘3 Phrase’ show’s the nature of Universal Components. The 3 Phrases are

Origination, and/or (Uppanai-va) Perishing, and/or (Vigamai-Va), Permanence, and/or (Dhavai-

Va) meaning things have Origin also, is things come into being, things destroy i.e. it delays and

disintegrates also, and things remain stable i.e. for some time also.LIFE OF AUTHORIn this

southern middle part of Jambudvip’s, Bhartkhetra in the state of Gujarat the 12th century of

Vikram Era there was a noble and very powerful king named Siddharaj Jaysingh. In his reign

the religious head of the 4 fold communion of the Swetamber Jain Sangh was Acharya Vijay

Devchandrasuriswarji Maharaja, who had great control over the Sangh, well known for his

virtues and merits and was very much renowned for his spiritual heights and devotion towards

Jainism.The Author of this great book and many others his holiness Kalikal Sarvagna Acharya

Shrimad Hemchandrasuriswarji Maharaj was his humble disciple.In the year of 1145 of Vikram

Era on full moon of 1st month of year, in Dhandhuka, Gujarat mother Pahini a devoted

laywoman gave birth to a bright child and named him Changdev. The brilliant light emitted at

the time of birth was an announcement of his bright future. Nurtured by the milk of religious

talks by his mother he grew, inclined spiritually from a very small age, as it was just

continuation of the midway termination of the Sadhana of previous life.Of his profound spiritio-



intellectual level he renounced the social life and accepted the Jain ascetic life at the age of 9

in the 1154 of that Era, by the name of Muni Somchandra. He grew fast and easy with the

spiritual learning of the Jain order and drank the knowledge of water like ‘Agust-Rushi’ drinking

the ocean’s water.He learnt by heart all the scriptures as his name, with its deep meanings in

all different combination of space, time, substance and nature.His reverence for God and Guru

gave him the required faith to interpret the ultimate meanings in all context, and was accepted

by all the elders of his time as the authentic leader amongst them.His inclination and hard work

for acquiring knowledge gave way to his (inner) spiritual growth, with it, emerged the inbuilt

qualities like the gold purified by fire. This was rewarded and responded by ‘Saraswati’ the

goddess of knowledge coming in actual, in his auspice presence.When he decided to create

new scriptures for easy understanding for future generations the thought of getting help from

the Goddess arose, and thus started for seeking her towards southern part of India in ‘Tripura

City’. He must have moved for just 3 days towards the city and goddess Saraswati presented

herself Saying:- “Where are you going looking for me? “I bless you for your wish be complete”.

By his virtue and ‘the blessings’ he created many scriptures amounting to a total of more than

three and half crores of stanzas.He was so pious and celebrate that by that power he acquired

many merits. On one occasion when he moved to some place for alms, he was made to sit on

a heap of coal and with his touch the heap turned to ‘gold’, as a result of which he acquired the

famous name ‘Hemchandra’.Once Vimleshwar Yaksha asked all the munis to ask for a boon.

Shri Devendrasuri asked that he be given knowledge, Shri Malaygiri asked that he be given the

strength to personify the principles, whereas, Shri Hemchandrasuriswarji asked that

maintaining all promises I may lighten up the religion of Jainism, give me such strength.

Vimleshwar Yaksha granted them the boons.He was handed over the auspicious reign as the

head of the communion by his guru and the insistence of the present 4 fold sangh in the year

1192 V. S. at a small age of 17 years. And thus the highest rank of Acharya was conferred on

him being competent for the said post.Though he moved in many states, his main area of vihar

(moment), was Gujarat and in it mostly around its capital ‘Patan’, (now, a city in north Gujarat).

He was well known for his soft nature and was renowned for his discourse on Jainism with

reference to all religions. The city people grew fond of him and thousand’s paid homage to him

daily and his name spread amongst the Jain community throughout the country. He was

regularly invited and was expected in the Rajbhavan of King Siddharaj. Seeing the propitious

promulgation of religion he accepted the invitation by going daily as per the proposition of the

king, to his durbar. By this pleasant combination the religious grip grew more on political reign.

The king saw, the religion prosper in all ways throughout his country.King Siddharaj was a

Shiva devotee but grew fond of the Acharya’s discourses on Jainism and developed a soft

corner for this religion. By the kings request the Acharya made a Sanskrit Grammar book by

the name ‘Siddha-hem Sabdanushasan’, With the king’s help reconstruction and restoration of

Girnartirth was made possible, where a great sum of money and manpower was applied.There

was a possibility of Kumarpal his nephew becoming the next king of Gujarat after the death of

king Siddharaj. Due to this an enmity rose between the two and so king Siddharaj ordered his

man to find Kumarpal live or dead. For this reason Kumarpal had to run for his life out in the

jungles saving himself from Siddharaj’s men following him like death in person and he alluding

them and death as if fate was sure to make him the crowned king. He roamed up to 50 years of

age taking many obligations for his survival from people and repaying them in multiples when

he became the king, remembering them all in person.On many occasions Acharya

Hemchandrasuriswarji saw the greatness of Kumarpal and helped him to escape, gave asylum

to him thus protecting him by his power and assistance. Thus the relation of the two great



developed as a consequence, thus creating trust and confidence in the Acharya with due

devotion.After the death of Siddharaj, Kumarpal somehow by his power and merit became king

of Gujarat with 18 countries in Bharat.He had to spend 20 years co-ordinating and organizing,

getting a complete hold on his kingdom and protecting his kingship. After getting a strong hold

and expanding his empire he came in touch with Acharya again and remembered his favour.At

the age of 70 he stared learning the Jain Scriptures and the Sanskrit language in which the

commentaries on the Scriptures were written. The Acharya specially made new scriptures for

his easy understanding on his request and insistence to know the different aspects of Jainism

like the philosophy, biography of God, the true qualities and nature of God, the code of conduct

of a Guru and laypersons, also the cosmic structure and the karmic laws that govern the

universe and all living souls and the Jain yoga.He became a devout Jain layperson with the

acquired faith, knowledge and code of conduct he introduced different practices the daily

rituals of repentance, penance, worship in temple, hearing of daily discourses etc.He

constructed fourteen thousand Jain temples, Shrines and installed beautiful idol of tirthankars

in thousands. He reconstructed sixteen thousand of old worn out temples by the guidance of

Acharya Sri. He wrote and got written the scriptures on palm leaf which had a life of 1500 and

more years, thus creating many religious public libraries.He made tirthyatras in auspicious

presence of Acharya with thousand of lay devotees spending crores of rupees in those times.

He helped the 4 fold communion grow in his country. He ordered that there should be no

killings and eating of non-veg food. He stopped the cruel activities of fishing and shooting. He

banned the alcoholic drinks throughout and made strict rule’s and regulations for every person

in religious and ethical codes. Thus by his good deeds he became famous with the Acharya. A

mere wish of Acharya was fulfilled by the king. Acharya Hemchandrasuriswarji passed away in

1173 a. d. just two months before king Kumarpal’s death.The present saga came into being in

those times when the king requested the Acharya, being inclined to learn the biography of

great people and the brief history of Jainism. Acharya sri with the blessing of goddess wrote

34,000 stanza’s in Sanskrit, creating this Jain Saga thus weaving the life of the twenty four

Tirthankar, twelve Chakravartin, nine Baldev, Vasudev and Prativasudevs with their life prior to

the last life till emancipation.The illustrious saga contains many more aspects like philosophy,

cosmic science, life science, Karmic science, the society then and their trends, the definition of

good and bad people and their after effect. The greatness of ‘Tirthankar’, as, the lord of the

gods Indra with theirs retinue would attend all the important happenings of the Tirthankar’s life.

To gain faith in religion and in one’s own self. One should read this book consistently.The

original construction in Sanskrit with simple words, using all kind of grammar, composition,

figures of speech, construction of sentences, the usage of appropriate words rich with

illustrations of places, persons etc with a definite meaning to everything, proves itself

competent to transform the values and trends, of life which makes it truly inspiring biographical

epic story.OTHER WORK OF THE AUTHORAbhidhanacintamani or

EkarthakosaAlankaracudamani is commentary of KavyanusasanAnekarthanammala or

Anekarthasangraha a dictionary of homonyms.AnyayogvyavacheddwatrishikaAyogvyavachedd

watrishikaChandonushashanDesinamala or Desisabadasangraha or Ratnavali with

commentary.Dhatuparayan-(Sam) Swopagna VruttiDvyasrayakavya Prakrit or

KumarapalcaritraHemkoshHemlinganushashan- (Sam) Swopagna

VivaranHemparibhashasutraKavyanushashanNamligganushashanNighantusesa a botanical

glossaryNihavavad-(Sam) VruttiNyayasangrahaPramanmimansaSiddhahemshabdnushahsan –

(Sam) Swopagna tatvaprakashikabruhadwatatti Ka (Sam) NyayasangrahaVitraag

strotraYogashastra-(Sam) Swopagna VruttiLIST OF OTHER PRINTS OF



TRISASTISHALAKAPURUSHCHARITRA IN ORIGINAL PLUS TRANSLATED

VERSIONTrishtishalakapurushcharitra-(Guj.) AnuvadTrishtishalakapurushcharitra-(Sam)

sanshep Laghutrishtishalakapurushcharitra (Guj.)Trishtishalakapurushcharitra-(Guj.) Anuvad

(Sachitra)Trishtishalakapurushcharitra-(Bengali) AnuvadTrishtishalakapurushcharitra-(Guj.) Ka

(Marathi) AnuvadTrishtishalakapurush YantraTrishtishalakapurushcharitra-(San.) Sarodwar

(Saransh)Trishtishalakapurushcharitra –(Hindi) AnuvadParisistaparva-(German)Hemchandras

prasistaparvanTRANSLATOR’S BIOGRAPHYMiss Helen M. Johnson received a B.A from the

University Nebraska with Phi Beta Kappa honors; B.S., M.A. in education from the University

Minnesota and M.A. in counseling from Arizona state University.She had been an elementary

school teacher co-owner of a children’s clothing shop, a high school counselor and a counselor

at Scottsdale Community College for over twenty years. She was also involved in lecturing,

consulting and leading workshops.She was a Sanskrit scholar and lived in India for several

years. She was only daughter of Thomas M. Johnson, the founder of “Johnson Library and

Museum” in Osseola, Missouri USAThe beautiful English translation of

Tristishalakapurushcharita came into existence with the extensive work of 12 years by the

translator. The translated version is so precise and perfect to the point, almost never missing a

single word from the original.The construction of sentences in ‘Prose’ has become easy for the

translator just because she was a scholar in Sanskrit and English. Either ‘one’ only would have

proven oneself incompetent to translate. The specific word select for specific presentation

shows her command over both language.The feelings generated while reading the translation

surely proves its closeness to the original. Authors meaning has been duly translated in

English in all together a distinct language which is a very difficult a task made through. The

flow and consistency of sentences their meaning not contradicting the contents and giving due

value have been maintained.Miss Jonson has worked very hard for years creating, reading and

interpreting the original version and finally translating and making extensive notes on all topics,

which she thought to be cleared to reader of non Jain origin and also for herself, some where

she found it difficult to understand the terminological aspect of a word used in a broader or

different aspect, she has been asking all doubts to the then well-known eminent personalities,

during her visit to India correcting and re-correcting it. For then it would have been very difficult,

for the dictionaries and reference books were difficult to obtain and cross reference had to be

marked, with the unavailability of reference books of all religious and non-religious origin on

hand in her country i.e. United states and working for a traditional Indian religious scripture

itself proves her inclination and devotion for the work taken in on hand at the insistence of

many people.The form of translation is so good that it looks as if one is reading the original

version. It seems the language barrier had been brought down by the translator in such difficult

times when very few knew the languages and few could conform her translation. So it was on

her own authority that the translation was approved as no other name of confirmation was

mentioned in the preface.The difficulties faced by the translator are just to be visualized as she

being there in USA the proof’s and translation to be transferred to a different continent all

together for printing and the unavailability of funds for its printing would have created a much

difficult situation to accept. She has mentioned there were very few people to whom she had

access to, to ask or confirm the translation also would take years.The extensive bibliography

referred, the appendix created the list of manuscripts referred and the help by Indological

institutions, the pundits, Muni and other persons who helped her in different ways, I wish to put

these in her own words.ABOUT THE BOOKS SHE WRITES“Like Majority of Jain text the work

Trisatisalakapurushacharitra is rich in new linguistic material”The plan to translate and

annotate the whole of the Trisastisalakapurushacharitra, of which the Adisvaracharitra is the



first book, evolved from the original intention to translate the Mahaviracharitra. This seemed of

sufficient interest to justify the translation of the whole. Its accomplishment was facilitated by a

fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.Every technical point has

been discussed with sadhus, both with reference to agama authority and actual practice.

There in lay the difficulty of the work, as the number of persons able to expound Jainism is

very limited.Foremost among these are the disciples of the late Vijaya Dharma Suri, known to

all students of Jainism for his learning and sympathetic interest. I am greatly indebted to two of

his disciples, Muni Jayantavijaya Maharaja and Nyayatirtha Nyayavijaya Maharaja for liberal

assistance extending over long periods of time, and to his successor, Jainacharya Vijaya

Indrasuri; and also to Jainacharya, Jayasuri.I wish to express my warmest thanks to Prof. N. G.

Suru, Fergusson College, for his disinterested help and willing sacrifice of time; to Mr. N. M.

Dutt, Curator of State libraries, Baroda, for his cordial interest and valuable suggestions; and to

Prof. S. V. Shevade, Baroda College, for information on botanical points.My most grateful

appreciation of his unfailing courtesy in granting every facility and rendering every assistance

is due to Dr. B. Bhattacharyya and especially Pandit L. B. Gandhi, whose wide knowledge of

the agamas and ability to locate obscure references were invaluable to me, to Pandit K. S.

Ramasvami Shastri Siromani for much useful information, and to Mr. K. Rangasvami and Mr. M.

A. Joshi for making the Sanskrit Index. Copies of many Jain texts are very difficult to obtain,

and for help in that respect my thanks are due Mr. A. J. Sunavala of Bhavnagar, Mr. P. K. Mody

of Ahmedabad, Mr. Motilal Ladhaji of Poona, the Jnana Mandir of Baroda, and Atmananda

Sabha of Bhavnagar.Volume III of the translation was made years ago and the delay in its

appearance has been caused by factors over which I had no control. Part of the press copy

was lost at sea, during the war. It became apparent that a trip to India was essential to expedite

the publication of the remaining volumes. This was made possible by a grant from the

American Philosophical Society.I am indebted to Mr. H. M. Shah, B.A., of Ahmedabad for his

services as interpreter. I have had considerable information also from Sri Muni Punyavijayaji,

disciple of Chaturvijayaji, one of the early editors of the new edition of the

Tristishalakapurushcharita. He is a learned scholar, most liberal with his time and

knowledge.To Dr. S. K. Belvalkar, editor of the Mahabharata for the Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute, I owe information on some obscure Brahmanical allusions, which he was

kind enough to send me in America. Mr. U. P. Shah, M.A., of Baroda also looked up some

references for me.Prof. P. E. Dumont of Johns Hopkins University was kind enough to discuss

some Brahmanical questions.When Prof. Schubring, in his review of Vol. I of this translation,

expressed a hope that the Mahaviracharitra, the last book, would appear, I wondered why his

hope seemed to be somewhat skeptical.I wonder less now that I have had experience in

having a book printed thousands of miles away.“At last after a period of 30 years from

publication of 1st vol. the publication of translation of Tristishalakapurushcharita has been

complete.“It could have been completed 20 years ago. While thousands of donor’s were being

granted minor works. Tristishalakapurushcharita had no support for 20 Years.”Contrary to the

general impression, I found Jains everywhere most willing to give me access to their

manuscripts, and to show me every courtesy. “I take this opportunity to express my

gratitude.”“Everything be taken from a man, but me; the last of Human freedom.”“To choose

one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances is to choose one own way.”The vision extended

through reading the lives and styles of great persons lead ultimately to changes within us and

our values of life; our priorities change, our spiritual quotient is raised, the ways are found to

absorb the ups and downs of this life’s failure and successes. The faith, knowledge and good

conduct are achieved with self promoted internal inspiration.Jignesh Hukmichand Shah has



been truly helpful in finding this book, making it available for editing, reproducing, taking up all

responsibility of publishing without getting me involved, other than for correcting and editing the

script.This book probably being the first Published until now representing Jain literature will

stay and prosper until eternity.Thus my learning of English language has become useful and all

the efforts vested on me by teachers and guardians while learning and reading English

literature has become rational. On this occasion his holiness Ghachatipati Acahrya Vijay

Ramchandrasuriswarji Maharaj’s divine blessings has worked out in manifesting this

knowledge in me, he was well-known for his discourses and will be remembered through the

famous memorial ‘Smruti Mandir’–Sabarmati, Ahmedabad. He has 1200 Sadhus and Sadhvis

as his disciples lakhs of devotes. He was renounced for his interesting guides to the Sangh on

topics like Promoting Child Sanyas, abandoning of widow marriage, usage mode of religious

donations and strengthening of ‘Right-belief’ walked more than 50,000 km across the country

preaching Jainism, consecrated thousand of idols, temples, gave discourses averaging one-a-

day from his diksha to death from age 17 to 96, his disciple Vardhaman Taponidhi Acharya

Vijay Gunyashsuriswarji maharaj’s auspicious presence has washed away my sins; and his

disciple, My guru and benefactor gave birth to my spirit, tended, mended and cultivated me,

benevolent, his Highness Acharya Vijay Kiritiyash Suriswarji Maharaj.There are lot of other

people who have helped me, my colleagues and well wishers who want to see me prosper

spiritually, whose name I do not want to disclose with the feeling (impression) of getting them,

out of my heart and soul.If I have erred due to lack of knowledge, I ask to be guided and

corrected.-Muni SamvegayashvijayINTRODUCTION TO THE STORY(by translator)The

Adisvaracharitra is the first book of the Trisastisalaka purush charitra, the lives of the sixty-

three famous men, by the Jain Acharya.The biographies of the Trisastisalaka purush charitra

very greatly in extent and interest. Others are rich in folk-lore, fiction, exposition of Jain

doctrine, etc. The Adisvaracharitra is one of the best, containing the biographies of the first

Tirthankar, Rsabha, and the first Cakravartin, Bharata. It is in itself almost a handbook of

Jainism; for the lexicographer it has a large amount of new material; and for the student of folk-

lore and the origin of customs it gives the Jain tradition, which is very different from the

Hindu.The second book of the Trisastisalaka purush charitra, like the first one, includes the

biographies of one Tirthankar, Ajitanatha, and one Cakravartin, Sagara. The event of

importance that occurs also in the Hindu epic is the destruction of the 60,000 sons of Sagara,

described in the sixth chapter.Book III contributes the lives of 8 tirthankars from Sambhavnath

to Shitalnath. The sermons are rich with description of the four Gati(state of being).Book IV

consists of the biographies of five Arhats, five Baladevas, five Vasudev, five Prativasudevas,

and two Cakravartins. The Sreyansanathacharitra includes the biographies of the first

Baladevas, Vasudev, and Prativasudevas and each of the four following biographies of the

Arhats includes one of a Baladevas, Vasudev, and Prativasudevas. The lives of the first group,

Acala, Triprstha, and Asvagriva, are treated at great length. Indeed, all the biographies of the

Baladevas, Vasudev, and Prativasudevas are given in more detail in the

Trisastisalakapurushcharita than anywhere else I could find.They are treated very cursorily in

other works. Book V is devoted entirely to Santinatha with a wealth of detail equaled only in the

Adisvaracharitra and the Mahaviracharitra. But, as Suriji’s is one of the favorite tirthankar with

Jain authors, even Acharya Hemchandrasuriswarji’s detailed biography is exceeded by

others.Book VI of the Trisastisalaka purush charitra includes the biographies of two Tirthankar

who were also Cakravartins, of two Cakravartins, Balabhadras, Vasudev, and Prativasudevas

each. Kunthunatha and Aranatha are comparatively obscure and not popular with authors of

the Tirthankar biographies. Hemchandrasuriswarji’s biographies are routine and brief. It is only



the story of Virabhadra, which is introduced into Aranatha’s biography, that lends interest to

it.Mallinatha is outstanding as the only woman Tirthankar and is fairly popular as a biographical

subject. The reason she was born as a woman is in itself interesting and strictly

Jainistic.Munisuvrata is perhaps better-known to the faithful than Kunthunatha and Aranatha,

An account of the origin of the Harivansa and a short story about an enlightened horse redeem

the biography from complete aridity. All the biographies contain sermons invaluable for the com

prehension of Jainism.The biography of Cakravartin Subhuma includes the story of the

destruction of the ksatriyas by Parasurama and that of Brahmans by Subhuma. This version

differs greatly from Hindu epic versions.The story of the ‘three steps’ saves the biography of

Cakravartin Mahapadma. Hemchandrasuriswarji’s version of the ‘three steps’ also differs

markedly from the epic one. The biographies of the two Balabhadras, Vasudev, and

Prativasudevas are stereotyped and of little interest.The first ten chapters of Book VII

constitute an elaborately detailed Jaina Ramayana. This includes the lives of Rama, the eighth

Balabhadra, of Laksmana, the Vasudev, and Ravana, the eighth Prativasudevas. Naturally, it is

very different from the Hindu Ramayana.Chapter XI of Book VII is a brief routine biography of

Neminatha. Chapters XII and XIII are stereotyped accounts of the tenth and eleventh

Chakravartins.Book VIII of the Trisastisalaka purush charitra, the Neminathacharitra, includes

also the lives of Krishna, the ninth Vasudev, Balarama, the ninth Balabhadra, and Jarasandha,

the ninth Prativasudevas. It gives more space to Krishna than to Neminatha himself and is, in

fact, a Jain Harivansa. The first chapter of Book VIII narrates the previous incarnations of

Neminatha Chapters II-IV is a long wearisome account of Vasudeva’s many marriages.

Chapters V-VIII concern Krishna’s affairs, with much repetitious detail of battles, especially the

one in which Jarasandha is killed. However, Hemchandrasuriswarji manages as usual to

introduce interesting episodes which redeem the tiresome narrative of unromantic marriages

and fighting. The founding and destruction of Dwaraka are interesting and offer data for the

much-discussed site of Krishna’s Dwaraka.Book IX includes the lives of Brahmadatta, the

twelfth Chakravartin, and of Parsvanatha.The Mahaviracharitra, the tenth parvan of the

Trisastisalaka purush charitra deals with the life of Mahavira only and includes many historical

events associated with him, e.g., the association of Gosala and Mahavira and gosala’s

subsequent enmity, and the heresy of Jamali. Historical events subsequent to Mahavira’s time

are introduced in the guise of prophecies by Mahavira. Its historical data, if not altogether

dependable, may be assumed to report a Jain tradition well-established in

Hemchandrasuriswarji’s time. The parvan has much exposition of Jain doctrine, next to the

Adisvaracharitra; and numerous devotional hymns.PUBLISHER’S GUIDEPreviously there was

a thought of converting all the Sanskrit proper names and other Sanskrit words in diacritic fonts

when the numbers ran in thousands, we had to have a second thought. In the soft copy, word

search would have been difficult with the diacritical fonts. Also after doing the hard work and

giving a pronunciation chart, It was difficult that a layperson would easily and fluently be able to

read the matter, so this idea was dropped. There are some places where pronunciation

problem would arise due to it, but I hope readers would bear with it and read correctly.The

detailed account of the 5 Kalyanakas of Tirthankar’s, Cakrin’s expedition of conquest etc are

not described in detail everywhere by the author, limited with the fear of expanding the matter.

So they should be read in reference with the 1st Tirthankar’s and 1st Cakrin’s life.The key word

of the foot notes with Sr. no. are also repeated here as they are seen occurring in different

volumes are star ‘*’ marked in running matter.The terminological words and hard words are

italised and given with detailed meanings in book so, if a word in matter is italisise it has to be

searched in alpha index of hard words. for meaning, Otherwise general dictionaries are to be



sought for other meaning.The synonymous words frequently used are listed in appendix with

its meaning and are marked ‘S’ in running matter.The appendix is compiled with list of

botanical names of trees, fruits, flower etc. List of bibliography used by translator is compiled in

totality to avoid repetition in part-2. Every botanical word that occurs in running matter is

marked with ‘B’.We have used the “Microsoft Encarta dictionary and thesaurus” for meaning in

this book, anybody wanting to refer for further detail.The quick fact reference charts with

photograph of 24 Tirthankars has been put for a simple overview.Search, find option for

everything is made available in this soft copy. In the edited version, on names, places, word,

meanings to be found out in cross reference to hard copy.Notes and meanings are linked to the

end of the Book in Footnote.The extensive details which cannot be repeated in hard copy is

given here the author and translator also with the fear of unnecessary enlarging the book.-

PublisherFOREWORDThis holy Jaina book describes the biographies of the most revered 24

Jainas or Tirthankar’s–the spiritual victors who have attained Keval Gnana (infinite knowledge)

and had preached the doctrine of Moksha (Salvation) for the benefit of all mankind. They

elucidated the essentials of Jaina Cosmology and philosophy as well as the path of purification

through which the soul may escape Karmic defilements and attain eternal salvation–with the

basic cardinal doctrine being that of Ahimsa (Non Harming).Writing the preface of this book

was a complete surrender to the ideas that always didn’t seem to fit a linear rational approach

and it has changed me in a way that’s like the core energy of Jainism... Simple and powerful.

There are no complications in it... Its wisdom is so profound and yet you find yourself startled

by its Simplicity and naturalness. When I began reading this ‘Jain saga’ and the birth

biographies of our most revered 24 Tirthankara’s...enlightment was far away from my mind!

What I was looking for was some abstract notion called peace of mind and probably some

quick fix methods to solve my problems! But enlightment? No ways!And yet, as I read the holy

doctrines of the birth and karmic cycles of the 24 celestial lords... the light of the 3 worlds–

earth, hell and heaven... my foundation of doubts and disbeliefs rocked... a powerful change

took place! In one stroke I moved from blaming, judging and fighting- to acceptance, self

responsibility and its empowered action! As I read more I got completely submerged in lord

Rishabdev Swami’s Sermon of true dharma and its four fold division of dana, shila, tapas and

bhava... lord Padmaprabha’s urge–a symbolic red, like a burst of anger to crush all your

internal enemies to gain emancipation, Lord Parshvanath swami’s innate equanimity with,

Kamatha and Dharnendra’s and Lord Mahavira’s compassion even for sinful people made me

ready for forgiveness.In a strange way I resonated to the mystical and practical philosophy of

each and every Tirthankara with the joy of applying it in my life in today’s modern world. These

are not ancient redundant scriptures reflecting some bygone era in ages... But they are

powerful potent archives recording the wisdom of sheer human existence, its cause, its effect

and the way to emancipate oneself from the constant birth cycle to being one invariable energy

of light. I realized enlightment is not something for only the Tirthankara’s or sages, it is not an

impossible dream and it does imply a distancing of self from all that we have held dear. Life,

even our very contemporary life are not mutually exclusive states. The scripture taught me how

to live my day to day life with integrity, joy, peace and balance. I realized that cause and effect

simply outlines that we are the cause not some outside other, fate or god... we only reap what

we sow, through our thinking feelings or action. This is what karma is–what we have chosen

over lifetimes to experience, expand and disempowered and thus meet as outer effects. If the

powerful Tirthankara’s had also to experience the effects of their good and bad karmas of

lifetimes, then how can we as mere human beings escape? Negative karma is not some

retribution or punishment from god but simply an awareness that you are yet to align with your



higher potential. The more you become aware, the more higher energy you attract and more

karmas you burn. Difficult people and situations change from being problems we have no

control over to self chosen opportunities for growth. Diseases and fears are not suppressed or

condemned but seen afresh as soul purposes each has chosen in their higher wisdom to

explore and expand.One of the many gifts of absorbing this amazing text is its mind stretching

quality reflecting the Tirthankara’s wisdom by using irony and paradox. If you think being

forceful is the appropriate response–lord Rishabdev will urge you to see the value in being

humble. If action seems called for, Lord Mahavira asks you to consider non action. If you feel

grasping will help you acquire what you need or want Vasupujya swami counsels you to let go

and be patient. Only ‘your karma’ is the supreme reality–an all pervasive source of everything.

Karma never begins or ends, does nothing and yet animates everything on the this planet

Earth of form and boundaries. Moksha is attained by those who practice unceasingly the

brilliant trait of knowledge, faith and conduct. All the Tirthankara’s in their Sermons preach and

urge to understand this ocean of samsara ‘burdened by numerous birth–nuclei,’ is filled with the

flames of anxiety, disease, old age and death. To break these recurrent cycle of life and death

the only answer is emancipation, where there is no death, no birth only bliss–an eternal form of

light brilliant with ‘the luster of omniscience. And this can be achieved only when all your good

and bad karmas are burned. As Padmaprabhu swami puts it’ in the whole universe there is not

a space of a point of a hair, which is not touched by creatures in various forms because of their

karma. Inhabitants of all the four gatis–hell, heaven, human and animals are all subjected to

this universal law. When a human birth has been won with difficulty in the ocean of existence, it

is like the most beautiful jewel for attaining moksa and to burn all your karmas with right

knowledge, faith and conduct. But alas, when this human birth, which is earnestly hoped even

by gods is lost by ignorant people in the pursuit of materialistic pleasures, it is like a lost jewel.

Pure minded people, after reflecting that samsara is worthless, should strive for emancipation

by means of mendicancy and gain enlightment.As I soaked more and more in the simplicity of

this texts powerful wisdom, I began to see this world and its web of human existence and

relationships in more clairvoyance. I realized that on the surface the obstacles against spirit are

enormous. Everyday life is a kind of swirling chaos and the human mind is entrenched in its

demands. My destiny is to move in the direction of my soul and the fuel that makes my destiny

move is INTENTION. And yet with the intentions, I realized I need discipline and thus the

Tirthankara’s laid down rites and rituals, regular meditation and prayers for sages and common

man, on moment to moment basis to make their intentions strong and to feel centered inside.

How can we then not be grateful to these Lords of the Gods–these powerful beings for showing

us the way to emancipation? Our society teaches us often to be skeptical of the sacred. But

these are revered saints who have through their own experiences laid down a wealth of

scriptures–an infinite treasure to attain eternal bliss and fulfillment.Cherish it as a new born

baby as one lifetime seems incredibly short and transient, even to fathom its powerful

messages. But even simply meditating on the biographies of these great jaina Tirthankara’s

can help to fight the whole package of illusion, of money, power, sex and pleasure, which are

supposed to fill up all lack, but they never do. The Jain Tirthankara’s offer you simple tools to

combat materialistic pleasures and raise your consciousness on a daily basis. I consider this

classic as an ultimate discourse on the nature of existence. I know about so many people who

overcame life threatening addictive behaviors by simply reading and re reading this ancient

text. I can think of no greater vision for our planet and universe.- Uma Ajmera,
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SAMBHAVANATH CHARITRA4. ABHINANDANA CHARITRA5. SUMATINATHA CHARITRA6.

PADMAPRABHA CHARITRA7. SUPARSVANATHA CHARITRA8. CANDRAPRABHA

CHARITRA9. SUVIDHINATHA CHARITRA10. SITALNATHA CHARITRAFOOTNOTETHE

AUSPICIOUSWe meditate on Arhatship, the foundation of all the Arhats, the abode of the

goddess of emancipation, the light of the three worlds Earth, Hell and celestial, the lower,

middle and upper world’sWe worship the Arhats, who at all times and all places purify the ling

beings of the three worlds by their name, representation, Substance, and actual existence.1We

praise Rsabhaswamin, who was the first king, the first ascetic, the first Tirthankar.I praise the

Arhat Ajita, the sun to the lotus-bed line in universe, in the clear mirror of whose omniscience

the world is reflected.May the words of the Lord of the World, Holy Sambhava, prevail at the

time of his preaching words that resemble rivers in the garden of all the Souls who can attain

emancipation.2May the Blessed Abhinandana, the moon for the exhilaration of the Ocean of

Anekanta-doctrine3 give great joy.May the Blessed Sumati Swamin, whose toe-nails are

sharpened on the whetstone of the gods diadems, grant your desires.May the Splendor of the

Lord Padmaprabha’s body, red as if from a burst of anger in crushing internal enemies,4*

promote your emancipation.Homage to the Lord of Jinas, Holy Suparsva, whose feet are

honoured by Mahendra (Sakra),5 the sun to the sky in the form of the fourfold

congregation.6*May Lord Candraprabha’s form, bright as a mass of moonbeams, as if made of

embodied pure meditation,7* be for your prosperity. May Suvidhi, who considers the universe

as plain as a myrobalan lying in the hand by means of his wealth of omniscience,the

depository of inconceivable power, be for your enlightenment. May the Jinas Sitala, a new

cloud for making shoot up the bulb of the people’s supreme joy, who pours forth the nectar of



Syadvada, protect you.May Sreyansa, the sight of whom is a physician for creatures afflicted

with the disease of existence, the lover of the Sri of emancipation, be for your

emancipation.May Vasupujya, whose acquisition of Tirthakrt-karma8 has been beneficial to the

whole universe, entitled to worship from gods, asuras and men, purify you.May the words of

Vimala Swamin which are like powdered clearing-nut, be successful in clarifying the water of

the mind of the three worlds.May Anantajit, rivaling the Svayambhuramana Ocean with water of

the feeling of compassion, bestow on you the boundless wealth of happiness.We worship

Dharmanatha, the teacher of fourfold Dharma,9* like a kalpa-tree for attainment of creatures

desires.May the Jina Santinatha, who has brightened the quarters of the sky by the moonlight

of his nectar-like words, be a moon to you for dispelling (mental) darkness.May the Blessed Sri

Kunthunatha, lord of the wealth of the supernatural powers,10 supreme lord of the lords of

gods, asuras and men, be for your emancipation.May the Blessed Aranathji, the sun in the sky

of the fourth division of time11 grant us pleasure with the Sri of the fourth object of existence

(moksa).We praise Malli, a new cloud for the peacocks12 in the form of lords of gods, asuras

and men, Hastimalla (Indra’s elephant*) for the rooting up of the tree of karma.We praise

Munisuvrata’s preaching, which resembles the dawn for the sleep of the world’s great

delusion.May the rays of light from Nemi’s toe-nails which, falling on the heads of his

worshippers, purify them like streams of water, protect you.May the Blessed Aristanemi, the

moon to the Ocean of the Yadu-family, a fire to the straw of karma, destroy your

misfortunes.May the Lord Parsvanatha, whose attitude of mind was indifferent toward Kamatha

and Dharanendra13 while each was performing actions characteristic of himself, be for your

emancipation.May there be good fortune from Holy Vira’s eyes whose pupils are wide with

compassion even for sinful people, moist with a trace of tears.14In the congregations of the

Twenty four Tirthankarass, there were twelve Cakravartins, nine each of Ardhacakrins, Ramas,

and Pratyardhacakrins.15 These sixty-three famous men, who have attained the emancipation

or will attain, were born in the Bharata-zone in the avasarpini period of time. We shall relate the

lives of these famous persons. For the celebration of the noble is the best source of

emancipation. From these, now the life of the Blessed Lord Rsabha is described, beginning

with the birth in which he acquired the seed of enlightenment.1. RSABHASWAMI CHARITRA1.

THE FIRST INCARNATION OF RSABHA AS THE MERCHANT DHANANow then there is a

continent named Jambudvipa, enclosed by innumerable circles of Oceans and Deep’s on this

earth and this dweep is surrounded by a diamond wall. It is adorned with rivers, zones, and

mountains, and at its center, like a navel, stands Meru made of gold and jewels. It (Meru) is a

lac of yojanas high, adorned with three terraces; and its peak, forty yojanas high, is adorned

with shrines of the Arhats. To the west of it, in the Videhas there is a large city, Ksitipratisthita

by name, an ornament to the whole earth. In it Prasannacandra was king, unwearied in works

of Dharma*, resembling the king of the gods, resplendent with great magnificence. There also

lived a merchant, named Dhana, with a wealth of fame, the sole depository of wealth as the

Ocean is that of rivers. Unequaled wealth belonged to this magnanimous man, which, like the

moon’s rays, had benefit to others as its sole result. By whom was he not attended he, always

the sole mountain for the river of good conduct, purifying the earth? In him were qualities, such

as generosity, earnestness, strength of character, which are unfailing seeds for the growth of

the tree of fame. In his house were heaps of jewels, as if they were grain, and piles of divine

garments, as if they were sacks. His house, with its horses*, mules, camels, and other draught-

animals, looked like the Ocean with its sea-monsters. He was foremost among wealthy, vir

tuous, and renowned men, likebreathamong the body-winds. A rich man, he filled his

attendants with wealth, just as a large lake fills adjacent ground with its water. One day, he, like



embodied energy, wished to go with muchmerchandise to the city Vasantapura. Then the

merchant Dhana had a drum beaten, and a proclamation made to the people throughout the

city. “The merchant Dhana is going to Vasantapura. Whoever wishes to go, may go with him.

He will give merchandise to those without it, conveyances to those who have no conveyances,

companions to the friendless, and provisions to those lacking in provisions. He will protect his

weak followers from robbers and from attacks by wild animals on the way, and will cherish them

like relatives.” At an auspicious* moment, propitious rites having been performed by high-born

women, he, vigorous, ascended his chariot and went outside the city. All the people who were

going to Vasantapura came there at the sound of the drum of departure, as if summoned by

public-criers.Just then, the Acharya Dharmaghosa, purifying the earth by Dharma* by his

wandering as a sadhu, approached the merchant. Dhana hastily rose and with folded hands

praised the Acharya shining like the sun with the light of his penance. Questioned by Dhana in

regard to the reason of his coming, the Acharya explained, “I wish to go to Vasantapura with

your caravan.” The merchant replied, “I am fortunate today, O Blessed One, since you who

should be visited, have come and wish to go with my caravan.”He gave orders to his cooks,

“Prepare food*, drink, etc., every day for the Acharya.” The Acharya said, “Food, etc., which

has not been made nor caused to be made, nor intended (for them) is suitable for

ascetics.16Water too that has come from tanks, wells, ponds, etc. is prohibited unless it is

purified by some means,17 according to the teaching of the Jinas, O caravan-chief.”Just then,

someone brought the merchant a dish filled with ripe mangoesB that looked like fragments of a

twilight-cloud. Then Dhana, whose mind was filled with delight, said, “Favor me and accept this

fruit.” The Suri said, “We are not allowed to even touch such fruit, etc., that is still animate, to

say nothing of eating it, O layman.” Dhana said, “Oh, what observance of vows hard to

observe! Such is impossible for careless men even for a day. I will see that you get food, etc.,

that is suitable for you. Please set out, today.” And bowing to the Suri, he left him.Then the

merchant set out with horses*, camels, carts, and oxen moving to and fro, like the Ocean with

its high waves. The Acharya too set out, surrounded by Sadhus, like the embodied mulagunas

followed by the uttaragunas.18* Dhana went at the head of the caravan and a friend of his,

Manibhadra, brought up the rear. They advanced unhindered, attended by multitudes of

horsemen at their sides. With his white umbrellas he made the sky look as if it were made of

autumn clouds, and with his” peacock-feather umbrellas he made it look as if made of rainy-

season clouds. His merchandise, difficult to carry, was carried by camels, buffaloes, fine oxen,

mules and donkeys, like the earth by the dense winds. The mules had wings, as it were, in the

sacks on their sides, and went like deer, so that their steps could not be seen because of their

speed. The carts, the place of sport of the young men placed in them, looked like moving

houses. The huge-bodied, high-shouldered buffaloes, carrying water, satisfied the people’s

thirst, like clouds that have reached the earth. Then the earth, pressed on all sides by the

weight of his loads of merchandise, cried out, as it were, by the creaking of the line of carts.

The dust, raised on all sides by the multitudes of oxen, camels, and horses, covered the sky so

that dense darkness prevailed. Far away, the Yaks with their young, their ears erect, trembled

at the sounds of the oxen’s bells by which the heavens were deafened. Even though carrying

large loads, even though walking, the camels frequently lopped off the tops of the trees with

their necks turned. The donkeys, with their ears erect and necks outstretched, biting each

other with their teeth, were at the very last, with bags put on their backs. Surrounded on all

sides by armed guards, the caravan advanced along the road, as if inside a cage of adamant.

Robbers stayed at a distance from the caravan though it had great wealth, just as if it were the

serpent-king with a head-jewel of great value. Dhana, equally eager for the poor man’s



obtaining and the rich man’s enjoying, led them all with him, like the lord of the herd leading

young elephants.Dhana made a march day by day like the sun, looked for by all the people

with wide-open eyes. At that time, it was the fiery summer season terrible to travelers,

diminishing the water of the ponds and rivers, as well as shortening the nights. Winds that were

like fires, thoroughly unbearable, blew, and the sun spread its heat that was like a mass of fire

on all sides. The members of the caravans stopped at every tree near a pond and, having

entered every water-dispensary, drank much water, and fell (on the ground). The buffaloes

tongues hung out, as if impelled by breathing, and disregarding whips, they entered the mud of

the rivers. The oxen, too, ignored their drivers, and even if the whips were falling, at every

opportunity they went to trees off the road. Bodies* melted completely, like balls of wax, from

the sun’s rays which were like hot needles. The sun assumed the full role of a hot plough-

share, and the dust had the unbearableness of a dung-fire thrown on the road. The young

women of the caravan entered the streams on the way, everywhere, and put on their necks

lotus-stalks they had pulled up. The matrons of the caravan looked just as if they were wearing

wet clothes (to keep cool) on the road, because of their garments wet from perspiration. The

travelers alleviated the fatigue caused by the heat by fans made from the leaves of the

palasaB, palmyra-palmB, date-palm, lotusB, and plantainB.Then arrived the season

characterized by clouds that terminated the movements of travelers as well as the duration of

the summer. With terror the caravan saw a cloud in the sky that was like a demon holding a

bow and discharging arrows in the shape of rain. The cloud, repeatedly brandishing lightning

like a firebrand, terrified the travelers very much, as if they were children. River-banks at once

gave way, like the hearts of the travelers, from the high floods of the rivers pouring forth. All the

high and low ground of the earth was made level by the waters. Alas! What discrimination can

there be in the rise to prosperity of fools?19 As a result of the impassability of the road from

the water, thorns, and mud, two miles seemed like eight hundred. Travelers advanced very

slowly, sunk into new mud up to the knees as if they had put on boots,Long clubs of her own

arms, as it were, were extended by an evil fate in the guise of rivers to obstruct travelers on

every road. The carts mired everywhere in the terrible mud on the road, as if seized by the

earth from anger at her long crushing. The camels, led by ropes by their riders who had

dismounted, slipped at every step and fell on the road. When the merchant Dhana noticed the

impassability of the road, he stopped and made a camp at that very place in the forest. The

people made thatched huts there to pass the rainy season. “For people who act according to

time and place never suffer.” The Suri with the sadhus dwelt in a thatched hut as an upassraya

on ground free from lives pointed out by Manibhadra. Because of the size of the caravan and

the length of the rainy season, everyone’s provisions, barley, etc., gave out. Then the members

of the caravan, afflicted by hunger, went here and there to eat bulbs, roots, etc., lagged like

ascetics. At the beginning of night, the miserable plight of the caravan was fully described to its

leader by his friend Manibhadra. Then the merchant remained in continuous thought about the

caravan’s trouble, motionless as the Ocean undisturbed by wind. Then in a moment sleep

came to him worn out by anxiety. For excessive grief and excessive happiness are its chief

causes.During the last watch of the night, a certain stable-watchman, sincere at heart, recited

as follows: “Our Master, whose fame has spread in every direction, keeps his promises even

though he has suffered misfortune. He surely does!” When Dhana heard that, “He thought,”

Someone is ridiculing me. Who can it be? Who in my caravan here is especially unfortunate?

Oh, I know. The Acharya Dharmaghosa came with me. He lives only on alms that have not

been made, nor caused to be made (for him) and are pure. Now when the whole caravan is

destitute, how does he, who does not touch bulbs, roots, fruit, etc., live? Only today have I



thought of him whom I led and for whom I assumed responsibility on the road. What have I,

thoughtless, done? How can I show my face to him today, to whom as yet no service, not even

in words, has been done? Nevertheless, I will see him today and wash away my sin. What

business has he, indifferent to everything, with me?” To him, engaged in these reflections and

eager for the sight of the Suri, the fourth watch of the night seemed like another night.When it

was dawn, Dhana with the chief persons (of the caravan), dressed in white and wearing

ornaments, went to the Suri’s retreat which was situated on high, dry ground free from lives,

covered with a roof of palasa, with walls of straw with crevices. Dhana saw the Muni

Dharmaghosa, like the churning-stick of the Ocean of evil, like a road to emancipation, like an

assembly-hall of Dharma*, like an abode of Splendor, a hoar-frost for the bush of passions, a

carrier of the wealth of happiness, a wonderful ornament of the Jain congregation*, a wishing

tree for people desiring emancipation, like penance concentrated in a mass, like the scriptures

embodied, like a Tirthankaras. He saw munis there, some engaged in meditation*, some

absorbed in silence, some engaged in kayotsarga20* some were reading aloud the scriptures,

some were teaching, some sweeping the ground, some paying homage to their gurus, some

discoursing on Dharma, some expounding texts, some giving their approval (of the

exposition), and some reciting the tattvas (supreme principles). He paid homage to the

Acharya and the sadhus in turn, and they gave him the greeting of dharmalabha,21 the

destroyer of evil.Then he seated himself at the Acharya’s lotus feet, like a king-goose, and

penetrated with joy, began to speak thus: “When I invited you to go with me, O Blessed One, I

showed zeal which was quite useless, like the thundering of clouds in autumn.22 From that

time on, I never asked you, nor paid my respects to you, nor aided you at any time with food*,

drink, clothes, etc. What have I done in my confusion, asleep though awake, since I, forgetful of

my promise for a long, long time, have neglected you! Forgive my careless conduct, O Blessed

One. For the great, like the earth, always bear everything.” The Suri said, “Have you indeed not

aided me by protection from wild beasts and robbers on the road? Your own caravan has given

me suitable food, drink, etc. Therefore, we lacked nothing. Do not worry, Dhana replied, “The

good always see only good qualities. So to me, though I am sinful, Your Reverence speaks

thus. I am completely ashamed of my own negligence. Please send sadhus so I can bestow

food, as I desire.” The Suri said, “You know that it will be according to circumstances.23 Food,

etc., that has not been made, nor caused to be made, and is free from life, is suitable for us.” “I

shall give to the sadhus only that which is suitable,” Dhana said, bowed, and went to his own

abode.Then just behind him came two sadhus, and by chance there was nothing, food, drink,

etc., suitable for them. Searching here and there, the merchant himself saw some fresh ghee,

pure as his own heart. “Here is something suitable,” the caravan-chief said. Saying, “I accept

it,” the sadhu held out his bowl. Thinking, “I am blessed, I have done my duty, I am virtuous,”

with the hair on his body erect from pleasure, he himself gave the ghee to the sadhu. After the

gift of ghee had been made, Dhana paid homage to the munis, making grow his bulb of merit,

as it were, with the water of the tears of joy. They bestowed ‘dharmalabha’ equal to a perfect

charm for the accomplishing of all happiness, and went to their retreat. At that time, by the

power of his gift the seed of the tree of moksa, the seed of enlightenment, Samyak Darshan*

difficult to gain, was acquired by the merchant. At night he went again to the munis’ abode,

entered, bowed to the guru, saying, “Instruct me.” The Suri Dharmaghosa gave this sermon,

almost equal to that of a Shrut-Kevali,24 in a voice like thunder.SERMON“Dharma* is the

highest happiness. Dharma bestows heaven and emancipation. Dharma shows the road for

crossing the wilderness of samsara. Dharma nourishes like a mother, protects like a father,

pleases like a friend, and is loving like a kinsman. Dharma imparts very fine qualities like a



guru. Dharma confers a distinguished position like a master. Dharma is a mansion of bliss.

Dharma is a shield in danger from enemies. Dharma is heat for the destruction of cold. Dharma

knows the weak points of sins. From Dharma* a creature could become a king, from Dharma a

Rama, from Dharma an ardhacakrin, from Dharma a cakrin, from Dharma a god, and from

Dharma an Indra. From Dharma one attains Ahamindraship in the Graiveyaka and Anuttara

heavens.25 From Dharma one attains Arhatship. What is not accomplished by Dharma?

Dharma is so-called from supporting creatures who have fallen into a bad condition of

existence. It is fourfold with the divisions of offering (dana), Austerity (Shila), penance (tapas*),

and state of mind (bhava).Now of these, offering (dana) is said to be of three kinds: the gift of

knowledge, the gift of fearlessness, and the gift of the support of religion. The gift of knowl

edge (jnanadana) is said to be the gift to those not knowing Dharma by teaching, preaching,

etc., and the gift of means to acquire knowledge. By the gift of knowledge a creature knows

right and wrong, and knows the fundamental principles, soul (jiva), etc.,26 and acquires

renunciation of worldly objects. From the gift of knowledge one attains splendid omniscience

and, having favored the whole world, goes to emancipation.In the gift of fearlessness

(abhayadana) there is the avoidance of injury to living things (jivas) by thought, word, or deed,

by doing, causing to be done, or by approving. Jivas are known to be of two kinds: immovable

(sthavara) and movable (trasa). In both of these there are two divisions, depending on whether

they have faculties to develop (paryapti) or not. There are six faculties to develop, which are the

cause of development: eating food* and digesting it, body, senses, respiration, speech, and

mind. Creatures that have one sense, two to four, or five senses, have respectively four, five, or

six faculties.27 The immovable jivas having one sense are: earth, water, fire, air, and

vegetation. The first four of these may be either fine (invisible) or gross.28 Plants are of two

kinds: those that have one soul visible one body (pratyeka) and those that have infinite Souls in

one body (sadharana); and those that have many Souls in one body are also of two kinds, fine

and gross.The movable Souls are of four kinds: two-, three-, four-, and five-sensed. Among

these, the five-sensed are of two kinds with rational mind and without rational mind. The ones

that know how to learn, teach, and converse, they are rational. They have mind-vitality.29

Others are irrational. The skin, tongue, nose, eye, and ear are the five sense-organs of which

touch, taste, smell, form, and sound are the province. Worms, conch-shells, earth-worms,

leeches, cowries, and oyster-shells having many forms, are considered to have two senses.

Lice, bugs, termites, nits, etc., are considered to have three senses. Moths, flies, bees, gnats,

etc., are considered to have four senses. The remainder that have animal-birth-nuclei, living in

water, on land, or in the air, hell-inhabitants, men, and gods, are all considered five-sensed.

The gift of safety is the avoidance of injuring them in three ways: destruction of life, causing

physical pain, and mental pain.30 Whoever gives the gift of safety gives all the objects of life. ‘If

one has life, the fourfold object of existence31 is gained. What is dearer than life to any

creature? Certainly not a kingdom, nor universal sovereignty, nor even Indraship of high rank.

Fear* caused by loss of life is the same to a worm living in impurity on one hand, and to Haris

living in heaven on the other hand. Therefore a pious man should by all means be always

careful to give the gift of safety desired by the whole world. By making the gift of safety people

become charming, long lived, healthy, with beauty of form, and strong in other births.The gift

of supporting Dharma* (dharmopagrahadana) is fivefold: purity of giver, receiver, gift, time, and

thought. Whatever a giver, who has lawfully acquired wealth, is learned and pious, gives

without desire and without regret, in that there is purity of giver. A giver thinks, ‘I have attained

my desire, I to whom the wish, the object to be given and a suitable person have come at the

same time.’ That gift would have purity of receiver, whose receiver is such a man, a muni as



has ceased censurable activity, is lacking in three vanities,32 has three controls,33 observes

the five kinds of carefulness,34 is free from love and hate, has no attachment to towns,

dwelling, body, clothes, etc., cheerful in observing the eighteen thousand laws of good

conduct,35 possesses the three jewels,36 is resolute, considers gold and a clod to be equal, is

firm in the two kinds of good meditation*, has subdued his senses, takes food* only for his

stomach (i.e., enough to live), is unceasingly devoted to various and manifold penance

according to his ability, keeps the seventeen kinds of self-restraint unbroken,37 and practices

the eighteen kinds of chastity.38 A. thing given, drink, food, fruit, a sweet, clothing, bed, etc.,

that is free from the forty-two faults is pure. Whatever is given at a suitable time to a suitable

person is pure in respect to time. Whatever is given without desire and with faith has purity of

intention. Dharma cannot exist without the body, nor the body without food, etc. Therefore the

gift of support to Dharma should be practiced constantly. Food, drink, etc., to suitable persons

by way of support to Dharma make continuation of the order and obtain emancipation.Good

conduct is defined as the rejection of sinful activities. It is twofold: partial (desavirati) and total

(sarvavirati).39 The five lesser vows (anuvrata), the three meritorious vows (gunavrata), the

four disciplinary vows (siksavrata) are considered the twelve fold partial reduction. Among

these, avoidance of injury, lying, stealing, impurity, and possessions in their grosser forms are

called by the Jinas the ‘lesser vows.’ The three ‘meritorious vows’ are: the limitation of travel,

the limitation of things of single and repeated use, and the limitation of purposeless injury. The

four 'disciplinary vows’ are tranquility, limitation to one place, fasting, and living like a muni, the

distribution of alms. This partial-rejection belongs to those householders who possess the

attributes of a desire to hear, etc.,40 devoted to the duties of monks,41 desiring to take food*

benefiting Dharma*, who have attained right belief characterized by tranquility (sama), desire

for emancipation (samvega), indifference to worldly objects (nirveda), compassion (anukampa),

and faith in the principles of truth (astikya), who are entirely free from false belief, noble-

minded, devoid of the maturing of permanent anger42 by destruction of conduct-deluding

karma.The avoidance of injury, etc., both gross and otherwise (i.e., fine), that is total rejection

(of sinful activities), the stairs to the palace of emancipation. This belongs to noble-minded

munis who have slight passions by nature, are indifferent to the pleasures of existence, and

devoted to the qualities of Reverence, etc.That is called penance (tapas*) that burns away

karma. Outer penance is fasting, etc., and inner is confession and penance, etc. Fasting

(anasana), partial fasting (aunodarya), limitation of food (vrtteh sanhksepana), giving up choice

food (rasatyaga), bodily austerities (kayaklesa), and avoidance of all useless motion

(Samlimta) are called outer penance. Confession and penance (prayascitta), service to others

(vaiyavrtta*), study of sacred texts (svadhyaya), Reverence (vinaya), indifference, to the body

(vyutsarga), good meditation* (subhadhyana) are the six fold inner penance.State of mind

(bhavana*=bhava) is devotion solely to the possessors of the three jewels, service to them,

only pure thoughts, and disgust with existence. This fourfold Dharma, producing boundless fruit

must be observed with care by those who fear* wandering through births.”Dhana said, “Master,

I had heard of this Dharma long ago. For so long a time, I have been deceived by my own

karma.” After he had paid homage to the guru’s lotus feet and to the other munis, considering

himself blessed, the merchant returned to his ownabode. Absorbed in deepest joy from this

sermon on Dharma, Dhana passed the night like a moment. When he arose from sleep at

dawn, the panegyrist, charming with a tone of voice deep and sweet like a conch shell,

recited:Night, gloomy from the darkness of clouds, thief of the beauty of the lotuses, has

passed like the rainy season, the thief of men’s exertions. Dawn with the sun with its increasing

Splendor, aiding men’s exertions, has now appeared, as well as the autumn. The waters of



pools and rivers have become clear from autumn, like the minds of wise men from

enlightenment by the supreme principles. The roads have become very easily passable with

their mud dried up by the sun’s rays, like the scriptures with their doubts resolved by instruc

tion from acharyas. The rivers flow between their banks very slowly, like trains of carts inside

wheel tracks.Now the roads show hospitality, as it were, to travelers by ripe millet, wild rice,

cucumbers, jujubeB fruit, etc. The autumn announces, as it were, by the sound of the thickets

of sugar cane rocked by the wind, a suitable time for the effort of departure for those intent

upon departure. The autumn-clouds at once become umbrellas for travelers burned by the

sun’s rays. The oxen of the caravan crush the high ground with their humps, as if to destroy the

unevenness of the earth to make traveling easier. The rivers on the road, which appeared

formerly roaring and flooding the earth, have disappeared like the clouds of the rainy season.

Now the roads provide travelers with provisions without effort by means of their creepers bent

with fruit and clear water at every step. The merchants here with their minds filled with energy,

hasten to go to foreign countries like king-geese.When he heard that, the merchant thought,

“He has proclaimed the time suitable for departure,” and had the departure drum sounded. At

the sound of the drum filling heaven and earth, the caravan set out like a herd of cows at the

sound of a cow-herd’s horn. The Suri set forth then also, surrounded by sadhus, like the sun by

rays, engaged in awakening the lotuses of Souls capable of emancipation. The caravan-leader

Dhana set out, after he had himself provided for protection of the caravan by guards in front, at

the rear, and at the sides. After the caravan had crossed the great forest, the best of acharyas

took leave of the caravan-leader and went elsewhere to wander. Then the merchant, traveling

without hindrance, arrived at Vasantapura, like the current of a river at the Ocean. In a short

time he sold his merchandise and took exchange-goods. For the wise work quickly. Heavily

laden with it, like a cloud from the Ocean, Dhana returned to the city Ksitipratistha. In the

course of time, when the term of his life was completed, he died.SECOND INCARNATION AS

A TWINAs a result of his gift to the munis he became a twin in the Uttarakurus, who have the

period of pure happiness present, on the north bank of the river Sita, to the east of the Jambu

treeB. There people wish to eat at the end of the fourth day, and have two hundred fifty-six ribs.

They are born as twins, are three gavyutis43 tall, live for three palyas,44* bear children toward

the end of life, have slight passions, and are free from self-interest. After they have reared their

twin-offspring for forty-nine days they die, and are reborn among the gods. Among the

Utttarakurus the land is naturally beautiful, with sand as sweet as sugar and waters resembling

autumn-moonlight. Ten kinds of wishing trees* Maayangas, etc., always give to the people

whatever they desire without effort on their part. Among these, the Madyangas give wine, the

Bhrnga’s dishes, the Turyangakas choice musical instruments* with various times. The

Dipasikhas and Jyotiskas give a wonderful light, the Citrangas furnish wealth’s, and the

Citrarasas, in turn, food.* Manyangas furnish ornaments, the Gehakaras houses, and the

Anangas various kinds of divine apparel. These give definite objects, and also indefinite ones;

and other wishing-trees there give all things desired. There the jiva of Dhana, like a wishing-

tree in heaven, had everything desired and enjoyed pleasures of the senses as a twin.THIRD

INCARNATION AS A GODAfter it had completed the life of a twin, then the jiva of Dhana

became a god in Saudharma as a cetestial being a result of his gift in a former birth.FOURTH

INCARNATION AS MAHABALAWhen he died from Saudharma, then he was born as a son of

King satabala, the crest-jewel of the Vidyadharas, by his wife Candrakanta, in the West

Videhas, in the province Gandhilavati, on Mt. Vaitadhya, in the country named Gandhara, in the

city Gandhasamrddhaka. He was exceedingly strong, and was named ‘Mahabala’ because of

his strength. Protected by guards and cherished, he gradually grew up like a tree. Gradually



filled with all the arts, like the moon with digits, highly distinguished, he became a festival to the

eye of the people. At the proper time his parents, who knew the proper time, married him to a

maiden Vinayavati, who was the Sri of modesty embodied. He attained young manhood, which

is the sharp weapon of Kamas, magic for young women, the pleasure-grove of Rati. His feet

had smooth soles and were gradually arched like a tortoise; his waist excelled the waist of a

lion; his chest bore a resemblance to a slab from Svarnasaila; his high shoulders assumed the

beauty of the hump of an ox; his arms had the beauty of the serpent-king’s coils; his forehead

had the charm of the full moon half-risen; his compact figure bore the full beauty of Meru

because of the golden luster of his body and the resemblance of his teeth and nails to

jewels.One day, Satabala, King of the Vidyadharas, pious, noble, knowing the fundamental

principles, reflected thus: How long, alas! is this body to be preserved by making it, impure by

nature, repeatedly renewed by adornment? Surely, surely even the best body ends in

dissolution, whether it is repeatedly cared for, or not cared for at all. Alas! people are disgusted

with impurities outside the body; why not by those inside the body? Diseases arise in this

body causing endless pain like cruel snakes in the hollow of an old tree. This body is

perishable by nature like an autumn-cloud, and the glory of youth in it disappears instantly like

a flash of lightning. Life is wavering like a banner. Wealth is unsteady like a wave. Pleasures

resemble the coils of a serpent. Friendships are like a dream. The soul, burned day and night

by the fires of love, anger, etc., is cooked within the body like drugs cooked inside of a leaf.

People, alas! thinking that they are happy in the painful objects of the senses, are not at all

disgusted, just as a worm in impurity is not disgusted with impurity. People, whose minds are

devoted to the pleasures of the senses that end in misery, do not see death*, as a blind man

does not see a well, at their feet. The soul, made unconscious by poison-like pleasures of the

senses momentarily sweet, does not become conscious for its own benefit. Of the four equal

objects in life, the soul, alas! tries only for the evil love and wealth, but not for Dharma* and

emancipation. In this Ocean of boundless samsara, a human birth is very difficult for crea

tures to obtain, like a priceless jewel. Even though a human birth has been attained, the

Blessed Arhat as a divinity and very good gurus are obtained as a result of merit. If we do not

use the fruit of this human birth, we are robbed of it now (as if) by thieves in an inhabited town.

Therefore, today we will impose the burden of the kingdom on Prince Mahabala, who is of

martial age, and accomplish our own desire.After these reflections Satabala summoned

Mahabala and informed him, well-trained as he was, in regard to taking the kingdom. At his

father’s command he consented to bear the burden of the kingdom. For the noble are fearful of

breaking the commands of their elders. Then Satabala seated Mahabala on the lion-throne,

sprinkled him, and made the auspicious* tilaka with his own hand. The new king, beautiful as a

jasmineB, shone with the tilaka of sandal like the eastern mountain with the moon. With his

father’s umbrella, white as a hahsa’s feather, he resembled lofty Himavat with an autumn cloud.

With a pair of beautiful chauris in motion, he resembled a cloud with a pair of white cranes. At

his coronation the auspicious* drum sounded with a very deep tone, making the heavens

resound like the Ocean at the rise of the moon. When all his ministers and vassals had met,

they considered him a second Satabala in a different form.After he had thus installed his son in

the kingdom, Satabala himself assumed the sovereignty of tranquility at the feet of an acharya.

He discarded the worthless objects of the senses and took the valuable three jewels;

nevertheless, his equanimity of mind was always unbroken. His senses were conquered, and

he rooted up passions by the roots, as the current of a river roots up trees on its bank. His

mind delighted in the supreme spirit, his speech was suppressed, his conduct was restrained;

noble, he endured trials45 hard to endure. With unbroken meditation* augmented by the



mental attitudes friendliness, etc.,46 plunged in great joy; he remained always in emancipation,

as it were. After passing his life in meditation and penance with great ease, noble, he attained

the abode of the gods.Mahabala ruled the earth, surrounded by powerful Vidyadharas, his

commands unbroken like Akhandala’s. Surrounded by beautiful women he amused himself in

beautiful rows of gardens, delighted like a Swan’s in lotus-beds. The caves of Vaitadhya

repeated the concerts, as it were, by the echoes of the concerts constantly given in his

presence. Surrounded by women in front, at his sides, and at his back, he resembled the Love-

rasa embodied. To him always engaged in pleasures of the senses at will, time had equal days

and nights like the equinox.One day, he occupied his assembly-hall which was adorned by

many ministers and vassals as if by additional jeweled pillars. All the councilors sat down in

their proper places after bowing to him and, with their eyes fixed on him, had the appearance

of yogis. The ministers Svayambuddha, Sambhinnamati, Satamati, Mahamati were present

there. There Svayambuddha, an Ocean of nectar of devotion to his master, a mountain of

jewels of wisdom, the possessor of right belief, thought thus: “While we look on, our Master

devoted to pleasure of the senses is carried away by his senses like wicked horses. Shame on

us indifferent! The life of our Master engaged in such amusements passes in vain. At that

thought my mind is distressed, like a fish in little water. If he does not attain a high place

through us ministers, what difference between us and the ministers of pleasure? The Master

must be led on the right path by us, informing him about this. For kings, like streams, go

wherever they are led. Even if those who live by the Master’s sins, revile (us), nevertheless it

must be said. Do people refrain from sowing barley from fear* of deer?”After those reflections,

Svayambuddha, the foremost of the wise, with folded hands, spoke as follows to the king: “As

long as samsara lasts, is the Ocean satisfied with the water of the rivers? Or the submarine

fire with the water of the Ocean? Is death* satisfied with lives? Or fire with fuel? Will the soul, in

the same way, ever be satisfied with pleasures of the senses? The shade of a bank,47 wicked

people, poison, the objects of the senses, and snakes, if reported to, always cause disaster.

When Love, containing pain within the immediate pleasure, is served, increases excessively

like a skin disease that is itched. This love is a messenger from hell, love is an Ocean of sin;

love is the bulb of the creeper of calamity; love is the stream for the tree of evil. People,

overcome by love as if by wine, wander off the path of good conduct, and fall into the pit of

existence. Love gains an entrance and digs like a rat into wealth, Dharma*, and emancipation

like the houses of householders. Women, like poisonous creepers, through the sight, touch,

and enjoyment of them, serve only for intense confusion. Maidens are willingly nets of the

hunter, Love, and ‘A source of evil to men who are like deer. The ones who are friends in

pleasure are friends only for eating and drinking, since they do not consider the Master’s good

in the next world. These low profligates, devoted only to their own advantage, confuse their

own Master, alas! by stories about women and talk about singing, dancing, and pleasure. How

could there be prosperity to well-born people from evil association? Does a plantain treeB

thrive near a jujube treeB? Therefore, O Lord of my family, please do not become confused.

You are wise. Leave devotion to sin. Put your mind on Dharma. What good is a man without

Dharma, like a tree without shade, like a pool without water, like a flower without scent, like an

elephant* without tusks, like a figure without grace, like a kingdom without a minister, like a

shrine without a god, like a night without a moon, like an ascetic without good conduct, like an

army without weapons*, like a face deprived of eyes?Even a cakravartin, if without Dharma*,

experiences that birth in which the acquisition of bad food* seems like a kingdom. Even one

who is born in a great family, if he is deprived of acquiring Dharma, will in his next birth eat

food left by others, like a dog. a Brahman, deficient in Dharma, always having attachment to



evil, having evil conduct like a cat, will be born in the Mleccha-birth-nuclei. Creatures, devoid of

Dharma, are born in many births in the nuclei of cats, vicious elephants, tigers, hawks,

vultures, etc. Those people lacking in Dharma frequently become worms in manure, etc., and

are crushed by the bills and feet of cocks, etc. Men devoid of Dharma are tormented in hell by

demons48 with anger as if from enmity. Oh, alas for creatures without Dharma who are like

balls of tin in the flame of excitement of endless sin. From Dharma one obtains protection as

from a best friend; one crosses the water of calamity by Dharma as if by a boat. Men devoted

to the acquisition of Dharma are like crest-jewels of men, and are surrounded by wealth like

trees by creepers. Pain, disease, calamity, etc. everything that is the cause of distress is

extinguished by Dharma like a fire by water. Dharma alone has strength equal to any work, a

bail for the acquisition of the wealth of complete happiness in the next birth. What else is to be

said? O Master, by very powerful Dharma alone people attain emancipation like the top of a

palace by a ladder. Only by Dharma have you attained the lordship over the Vidyadharas.

Henceforth rely only on Dharma for the highest gain.”EXPOSITION OF THE CARVAKA

SYSTEM (MATERIALIST)Then Sambhinnamati, like the night before the new moon, a heap of

darkness of exceeding wrong belief, whose mind was like poison, said: “Well said! Well said!

Svayambuddha. You desire the Master’s welfare, for intention is inferred from speech like food

from vomiting. Only hereditary ministers like you, no others, speak thus for the pleasure of the

Master who is always sincere and gracious. What teacher, harsh by nature, taught you, that

you spoke thus to the King, like an untimely stroke of lightning? The Master is served here by

attendants seeking pleasure themselves. Why should they say, ‘Do not enjoy pleasures?’

Abandoning pleasures of this world and striving for them in the next world is like licking the

elbow, leaving what is to be licked in the hand. Dharma is said to have its fruit in the next

world. That is very improbable. There is no next world from the very fact of the non existence of

people for the next world. Consciousness arises from earth, water, fire, and air, like the power

of wine itself from sugar, flour, water, etc. Certainly there is no soul apart from the body which

will go to another world after it has left the body. Therefore, pleasure of the senses is to be

constantly enjoyed without fear.* One’s own soul must not be deceived. Destruction of one’s

desires is foolishness. Dharma* and non-Dharma, obstacles* to pleasure are not to be feared;

since they indeed do not exist at all, like donkey’s horns. What merit has been acquired by one

stone that it is worshipped by bathing, ointment, wreaths, clothes, and ornaments? What evil

has been acquired by another stone that it is polluted? If people are born and die according to

karma, as a result of what karma do bubbles appear and disappear? Therefore, so long as

consciousness exists, it acts as it desires. Of consciousness that has perished, there is no

further birth. 'Whoever dies is born again,’ that is mere talk with entirely inconclusive argument.

Therefore, our Master should unhesitatingly enjoy himself with young women charming with

beauty of form on a couch like sirisaB petals. He should eat at will nectar-like food* and drink.

He is an enemy who hinders. Day and night, remain anointed with camphor, aloe, musk,

sandal, etc., as if made of fragrance alone. O King, constantly look at whatever abounds in

gardens, vehicles, people, picture galleries, etc., for the pleasure of the eyes. Day and night, O

Master, have nectar for your ears with sounds of songs echoing with flutes, lutes, and drums.

So long as one lives, let him live happily with pleasures of the senses. He should not trouble

himself by religious actions. Where is the fruit of Dharma and non-Dharma?”REFUTATION OF

THE CARVAKA SYSTEMThen Svayambuddha said: “People, alas! are made to fall by the

atheists who are enemies to themselves and others, dragged like blind men by blind. That the

soul exists is known by its own perception, like pleasure and pain. From lack of superior proof,

no one can deny it. ‘I am happy; I am unhappy this unrefuted conviction could not arise to



anyone without a soul. When a soul has thus been proved in one’s own body from one’s own

feeling, it is also present in other bodies* from inference. It is deduced from the perception of

action always accompanied by intelligence that consciousness is present in (one’s own) body

and in other bodies. Whatever creature dies, he is born again. So there is undoubtedly another

world of consciousness. One and the same consciousness passes from birth to another birth,

just as from childhood to youth and from youth to maturity. For without the continued habits of

former consciousness, how can a child, just born, untaught, direct its mouth to the breast? How

can a conscious being be produced from unconscious elements? For in this world the result is

seen to be similar to the cause. Is a conscious being derived former in true, then why are there

not so many conscious beings as elements? If the latter view is true, then how does a

conscious being, having one particular nature, arise from elements having different particular

natures? As for the earth, it has the qualities of sight, smell, taste, and touch; it is evident water

has the qualities of sight, touch, and taste. Light has the qualities of sight and touch, air has the

single quality of touch. The different natures peculiar to each of these elements are evident to

everyone from the ignorant up.If (as you say), “A conscious being arises from unconscious

elements,’ from the argument of the origin of pearls which are very different from water, etc.,

that is not relevant, since water appears in pearls, etc. There is one form composed of matter

(to both). How is there (any) difference? Furthermore, the fact that the power of wine which is

unconscious arises from flour, water, etc., which are unconscious how is that an example in

reference to a conscious being? The identity of body and soul cannot be stated at any time,

since consciousness is not perceived in the body even in that condition. The fact that one

stone is worshipped and another defiled is irrelevant, for whence come happiness and pain in

an unconscious object? Then this soul exists apart from the body, and exists after death*; and

there is another world depending on Dharma* and non Dharma. From women’s embraces

men’s discernment melts away completely, like fresh ghee from the heat of fire. A man, who

eats voraciously highly flavored food*, does not know at all what is fitting, like a mad animal.

From the smell of sandal, aloes, musk, camphor, etc., love at once overcomes a man, like a

serpent. A man whose eyes are fastened here on beautiful women, etc., stumbles, just as if the

border of his garment were caught on a hedge. Concerts do not serve in any way for one’s

welfare, like the friendship of a rogue, infatuating again and again by the gift of momentary

pleasure. So send far away the objects of the senses, only friends of vice, only enemies of

virtue, snares for dragging you to hell. Good luck to that wise man who does not consider that

there is great fruit of virtue and vice, even though seeing it here very clearly from such fact as:

one becomes a servant, one becomes a master; one begs for alms, another gives them; one

becomes an animal, another mounts him; one asks for safety, another grants it. Therefore, O

Master, non-Dharma*, the cause of pain, must be avoided like the speech of a wicked man.

Dharma, the only cause of happiness, must be cultivated like the speech of a good

man.”STATEMENT OF KSANIKAVADA (THE BUDDHIST DOCTRINE)Then Satamati said:

“There is no other soul here than the momentary, deceptive knowledge of the sense-objects of

the categories. The doctrine in regard to permanence in objects has as its source knowledge

derived from memory. The unity of past and present moments is certainly not

true.”REFUTATION OF KSANIKAVADAThen Svayambuddha said: “There is no object free from

continuity. For water, grass, etc., make cow’s milk surely. There is not a single object here that

has no continuity, like a flower in the sky or hair on a tortoise. Therefore the doctrine of instant

perishing is false. If an object perishes instantly, then why does its issue not perish instantly?

Whence is there momentariness of the whole, when its issue is permanent? If all things are

transitory, how pray arises the demand for a return of a deposit, or memory and recognition? In



the perishing at the moment of birth, an incongruity arises in the second moment, ‘there is no

son to the parents and no parents of the son.’ ‘there is no husband to the wife and no wife to

the husband,’ is an inconsistency of the husband and wife perishing immediately after the time

of marriage. If a person who commits a crime here does not experience the result the next

world, but another experiences it, then there is destruction of what was done and acquisition of

what was not done.”THE DOCTRINE OF MAYA (VEDANTA)Then the fourth minister said: “It is

illusion; nothing is real. The visible world is like a dream or a mirage. A teacher and a disciple;

a father and a son; virtue and vice; one’s own and another’s; such things as appear, that is only

a form of expression, not reality. Just as the jackal left meat, and ran after a fish on the bank,

and the fish got in the water and a vulture got the meat,49 exactly so those men are deceived

and deprive themselves of both, who abandon pleasures of this world and run after those of

the next world. After they have heard the false teaching of heretics,50 fearing hell, they

foolishly torment their own bodies*, alas! by vows, etc. Just as a partridge dances on one foot,

afraid that it will fall on the ground, so a man practices penance fearing a fall into

hell.”REFUTATION OF MAYASvayambuddha said: “If an object is not real, how can it be

useful? If illusion is such, then why does not a dream elephant* perform work? If the existence

of cause and effect of objects is not considered real, then why are you afraid of a falling

thunderbolt? That being as you say, you are not, I am not; there is no speech, and no speaker.

How would the knowledge of the thing desired produce results?Your Majesty, you are deceived

by these learned in perverse arguments, themselves greedy for sense objects, constantly

averse to future welfare. Relying on discernment, keep far away from sense-objects. Rely only

on Dharma*, O Master, for happiness in this world and next.”Then the King said, his face

charming with graciousness: “O very wise Svayambuddha, you have spoken very well. It is

right that Dharma should be adopted. We are not hostile to Dharma. It should, however, be

taken up at the right time like a missile accompanied by a charm. Who, pray, would be

indifferent to youth, without showing suitable honor to it, like a friend who has come after a long

time? So you did not give this instruction in regard to Dharma at the right time. The recitation

of the Veda to the accompaniment of a lute is not pleasing. For the next world as the fruit of

Dharma is still doubtful. Why at an inopportune time do you ward off the enjoyment of

pleasures of this world? “Then Svayambuddha, with folded hands, affirmed: “Do not doubt in

the least that the fruit of Dharma is inevitable. Do you recall that we as boys went to the park

Nandana, and saw a very beautiful god? Then the god spoke to you graciously, O King: ‘I am

Atibala, your grandfather. Disgusted with worldly pleasures as with a cruel friend, I abandoned

the kingdom like straw, and adopted the three jewels. I made renunciation of the world, the

pinnacle of the palace of vows, at the last minute. By its power I became lord of Lantaka. You

must not act negligently.’ When he had spoken thus, he disappeared like lightning that has

lighted up the sky. Remembering your grandfather’s words, believe in the next world. Why

make another proof when visual evidence is present?” The King said, “I am reminded of my

grandfather’s words to good purpose. I believe the next world to be dependent on Dharma and

non-Dharma.”The chief-minister, a cloud for the heap of dust of doctrine of wrong-belief, seized

the opportunity, and joyfully began to relate: “In your family there were formerly a king,

Kurucandra, his wife, Kurumati, and his son, Hariscandra. The king was a Kaula51 with great

enterprises that caused injury and great possessions, foremost in ignoble acts, pitiless like

Krtanta. Even though wicked and cruel, he enjoyed the kingdom for a long time. Verily, the fruit

of previously acquired merit is unequaled. At the time of his death*, a change of humors took

place that resembled just a sample of the torments of hell that were near at hand. His couch of

cotton became as painful as a couch of thorns; his choice food* became as bitter as a



nimba.52 Sandal, aloes, camphor, and musk became offensive to him. Sons, friends, etc.,

caused distress to his eyes, as if they were enemies. Singing tormented his ears, like the

noises of a donkey, camel, and jackal. And yet everything becomes changed when merit is

consumed. Kurumati and Hariscandra watched beside him secretly with painful attentions that

gave pleasure to his senses for a moment.53 Afflicted by fever in all his body as if touched by

charcoal, engaged in evil meditation*, the King died. His son, Hariscandra, performed his

funeral rites, and governed the kingdom properly, a traveler on the road of good conduct. As he

had seen here his father’s death with the visible fruit of sin, he constantly praised Dharma*

alone among the objects of existence, like the sun among the planets.*One day, he instructed

Subuddhi, a layman, a friend from childhood, “After listening every day to Dharma from those

possessing it, you must teach it to me.” With great devotion, Subuddhi did so constantly. For an

agreeable command is the cause of eagerness in the good. Daily Hariscandra, afraid of sin,

warmly welcomed Dharma taught by him, just as a man afraid of disease welcomes

medicine.One day, the gods came to a garden outside the city to honor Muni Silandhara who

had acquired omniscience. The King was informed about this by Subuddhi and, his mind

engraved with faith, went on horseback to the best of munis. After the King had sainted him

and had seated himself, the Muni delivered a sermon that was moonlight to the darkness of

wrong doctrine. At the end of the sermon, the King with folded hands asked him, ‘Master, to

what condition of existence54 did my father go after death?’ The Blessed One said, ‘O King,

your father went to the Seventh hell. There is no other abode for such people.’ When he heard

that, the King felt disgust with the world. He saluted the Muni, arose, and went to his own

palace. He handed over the kingdom to his son, and said to Subuddhi, ‘I intend to become a

mendicant. Always advise my son in regard to Dharma, as you did me.’ He replied, ‘I shall

become a mendicant with you, O King. My son will teach Dharma* to your son, as I did to you.’

The King and the minister took the vow, the thunderbolt for splitting the mountain of karma,

and, after observing it for a long time, attained emancipation.In your family there was another

king, named Dandaka, whose rule was cruel, like Yama in person to his enemies. He had a

son, known as Manimalin, filling the sky with Splendor like the sun. Dandaka became in

fatuated with his sons, friends, and wife, jewels, gold, and money, which were more desired

than life itself. In course of time Dandaka died, absorbed in painful meditation* and was born

in his own treasury as a boa constrictor, unrestrainable. Cruel, devouring everything like a fire

that has started, he killed whoever entered the treasury.One day he saw Manimalin entering

the treasury, and from recollection of his former birth recognized that he was his son. As he

presented a quiet appearance, like affection embodied, Manimalin knew that he was some

relation in a previous birth. Through wise munis he knew that he was his own father and,

seated before him, instructed him in the Jain religion. He comprehended the religion of the

Arhats and adopted renunciation. He died absorbed in good meditation and became a god. Out

of affection for his son, he descended from heaven and gave Manimalin the divine pearl-

necklace which is now over your heart. You belong to the family of Hariscandra, and I to that of

Subuddhi. Because of inherited affection I urged you in regard to Dharma. Hear the reason

why it was explained at an inopportune time. Today I saw two flying-ascetics in Nandana.

Producing light for the world, destroying the darkness of delusion, they were like the sun and

moon together in one place in person. Possessing supernatural knowledge, they delivered a

sermon. At a suitable time, I asked them how long Your Majesty would live. They affirmed that

Your Majesty would live only for a month. Therefore, I hurry you on to Dharma alone, wise

sir”'Mahabala said: “O Svayambuddha, treasure-house of wisdom, you alone are my friend,

since you are concerned about my affairs. You have rightly waked me who was overcome by



worldly pleasures, sleepy with the sleep of confusion. Guide me. What shall I do henceforth?

How much Dharma can be acquired now in the little life left? What sort of well-digging can be

done suddenly when the fire is close behind?” Svayambuddha replied: “Do not despair. Be

courageous. Have recourse to the duties of monks, the only friend for the next world. A soul

that becomes a mendicant even for one day attains emancipation, to say nothing of

heaven.”Mahabala agreed, and installed his son in his place, as an acharya installs an image

in a temple. From compassion he gave alms to such an extent to the poor and helpless people

that there were no people distressed by begging thereafter. Like another Sakra, he made a

pooja in all the temples with various garments, jewels, gold, flowers, etc. Then he begged

forgiveness55 of his family and retinue, and at the feet of the best of munis took initiation, the

friend of the Sri of emancipation. Together with abandonment of all censurable activities the

noble man renounced the four kinds of food.56* Constantly immersed in the pool of nectar of

abstract meditation,57* he, like a lotus-bed, did not fade at all. He, the crest-jewel of the noble,

had undiminished beauty, as if he had been eating food and taking drink. Engaged in

meditation, recalling the homage to the Five Supreme Ones,58 he died after fasting for twenty-

two days. He went immediately to the Isana-heaven, hard to attain, by means of merit

acquired, as if by divine horses.Then he was born59 in the hollow60 of a couch in the palace

Sriprabha, like a mass of lightning in a cloud. He had a divine form, symmetrical, his body free

from the seven elements,61 his body was soft as a sirisaB flower, the sky was filled with his

beauty, he had an adamantine body, was very powerful, was marked with favorable

characteristics, could change his form at will, possessed clairvoyant knowledge, was proficient

in all kinds of knowledge, endowed with magic powers to make himself small, etc., was free

from blemishes, had inconceivable glory, and was named ‘Lalitanga’ in the true sense of the

word. On his feet were jeweled anklets, a girdle around his hips, a pair of bracelets on his

wrists, a pair of armlets on his arms, a string of pearls on his chest, a necklace on his neck,

ear-rings in the lobes of his ears, and a wreath and diadem on his head such a collection of

ornaments and divine garments, and with them youth, the ornament of the whole body.A drum

sounded, making the heavens resound with its echoes, and Bards recited: “Hail! O Delight of

the World,” etc. The palace, filled with the sounds of song and music and outcries of the Bards,

thundered as it were with delight at the arrival of the lord. Then he, like one who had just arisen

from sleep, seeing this, wondered: “Is this magic? Is it a dream? Is it illusion? What sort of

thing is it? Are the singing, dancing, etc., for my benefit? Are these respectful people here for

my benefit as their lord? How did I obtain this abode, luxurious, beautiful, enjoyable, pleasant,

the abode of joy?” With folded hands the door-keeper gently informed him whose doubt was

apparent: “Today, O Lord, we are fortunate, having you as our lord. Show favor to us, humble,

with your nectar-like glance. O Master, this is the Isana-heaven, granting anything wished for,

with great and imperishable glory, always the abode of happiness. In that heaven you now

adorn the palace Sriprabha which was gained by your merit. These are your Samanika gods,

the ornament of your assembly; with them in the palace you appear like many persons, even

though one. These are the Trayastrinsas, O Master the abode of priest and ministership. They

await your commands. Instruct them at the proper time. These are the Parisadya gods, the

ministers of pleasures. They will divert your mind in assemblies of sport and pleasure. These

are your body-guard (atmaraksa), always armed, keen, carrying thirty six62 weapons*, expert

in ‘guarding their master. These are the Lokapalas, superintendents of your city-police, and

these generals (anikapati) are the chiefs of your army. These Prakirnaka gods are the subjects

in the city and country. Your Majesty, they will bear on their heads the purity of your command.

The Abhiyogyas, suitable to be used as conveyances by you, serve you here. The Kilbisika



gods perform your menial tasks. The palaces, made of jewels, possessing court-yards very

beautiful with beautiful young women, giving pleasure to the mind, are yours.Those tanks are

made of jewels and have heaps of golden lotuses. Your pleasure-mountains have ridges of

jewels and gold. These pleasure-streams have clear water causing instant delight. These

pleasure-gardens have perennial fruit and flowers. This assembly hall of yours, made of gold

and jewels, lights up the sky with its brilliance like the sun. These courtesans, who hold

chauris, mirrors, and fans in their hands, always have festivals in your service only. This band

of Gandharvas is always ready for a concert in your presence, skilled in the use of fourfold

musical instruments.”63*Employing concentrated attention64 then from clairvoyant knowledge

he recalled his former birth like a day that occurred yesterday as follows: “I was a king of the

Vidyadharas and was instructed in the religion of the Jinas by my minister, Svayambuddha, my

friend in religion. I fasted as soon as I undertook mendicancy, and as the result of that I have

obtained this. Oh, the power of Dharma*!” After he had recalled this, he rose and, leaning on

the door-keeper’s arm, adorned his throne amidst cries of “Hail! Hail!” that burst forth. Then the

gods consecrated him and fanned him with chauris, and the Gandharvas sang to him with

songs, sweet and auspicious.* His mind filled with devotion, he arose and went to the temple,

and worshipped the eternal images of the Arhats. He sang manifold hymns of praise to the

Lord of Jinas, while auspicious songs with a sweet rendering of the three scales65 were sung

by the gods. Then he read aloud the sacred books, lamps* of knowledge, and worshipped the

Arhats bones placed on pillars in the pavilion. Then, shining with a divine umbrella that was like

a full moon carried (over him), he went to the pleasure-house.There the lord of Sriprabha,

greatly delighted, saw a goddess, Svayamprabha by name, who surpassed the lightning in

radiance. She was like a bed of lotuses in a river of loveliness under the guise of exceedingly

tender feet, hands, eyes, and face. She had round and tapering thighs like Puspadhanvan’s

quivers that had been deposited. She was adorned with broad hips clothed in white, like a

river with a sandy beach covered with groups of kalahansas. She looked like the middle part of

a thunderbolt with her waist very slender as if from carrying the weight of her high, swelling

breasts. She shone with a neck that had three folds, and a deep voice announcing the great

victory of King Love as if by a conch. She was adorned with lips that surpassed the bimba (in

redness),66 and with a nose that had the beauty of the stalk of the eye-lotuses. She stole

away the heart by her lovely smooth cheeks and forehead that stole the wealth of the Laksmi

of the full moon divided. She had ears that were thieves of the grace of Ratipati’s pleasure-

swing, eye-brows that stole the beauty of Smara’ss bow. She was decorated with a braid of hair

that had the glossy beauty of Collyrium*, that was like a circle of bees following her lotus-face.

From the wealth of jeweled ornaments on her body, she gave the impression of a kalpa-

creeper endowed with motion. She was entirely surrounded by thousands of charming lotus-

faced Damsels, like the Gangas by rivers. When he was far off, she rose to do him honor with

wonderful affection, and the Chief of the gods seated himself with her on a couch. Seated

together, they looked like a tree and a creeper in one basin of water. Their hearts were always

united by mutual love, as if bound by a firm chain. Enjoying himself with her, having the

fragrance of unbroken love, he passed a long time like a moment.Then Svayamprabha fell from

heaven like a leaf from a tree. For when age-karma has expired, even Indra cannot remain.

Lalitanga swooned from grief at his wife’s fall, as if he had been crushed by a mountain, or

struck by a thunderbolt. When he had regained consciousness, he immediately began to wail

again and again, making the palace Sriprabha wail with echoes. He did not find pleasure in a

garden; he was not refreshed in a water pool; he was not happy on a pleasure-mountain, and

he did not delight in Nandana. Wailing, “Oh, my Love, where are you? Where are you, my



love?” he wandered everywhere, seeing everything as Svayamprabha.Now, Svayambuddha felt

disgust with the world at his Master’s death*, took initiation under Sri Siddha Acharya, piously

observed the vow for a long time without any transgressions*, and became an Indrasamanika,

named Drdhadharma, in Aisana. Inclined to affection like a kinsman because of their relations

in the previous birth, and wise, he spoke to console Lalitanga. “Why are you bewildered on

account of a mere woman, O noble sir? Wise men do not reach such a state even at death.*”

Lalitanga replied: “Friend, what are you saying? For death is easy to bear, but separation from

a wife is very hard to bear, A gazelle eyed woman is the only thing of value in the world; without

whom all wealth, even such, is valueless.”Afflicted by his grief, the Samanika god of Isana,

having employed concentrated attention, knew (the facts) from clairvoyant knowledge, and

said: “Do not be downcast, noble sir. Be at ease now. I have found your wife as I searched for

her. In the continent Dhatakikhanda, in the East Videhas in the village is a miserable

householder, named Nagil. Wandering like a ghost daily to fill his stomach, he goes to bed

hungry and thirsty and gets up the same. He has a wife, like hunger to poverty, named Nagasri,

crest-jewel of the unfortunate. He has six daughters, daughter after daughter, like boils on the

body of a man with skin-disease, boil under boil. These daughters were voracious by nature,

ugly, ridiculed by all, like offspring of village swine. In course of time, his wife conceived again.

For generally the women of the poor conceive quickly. Then he reflected: ‘Of what karma is this

the fruit, that I experience the calamities of hell in this world? I am destroyed by this poverty,

fully developed at birth, hard to cure, very great, as a tree is destroyed by ants. Now I am

tormented by these daughters, as if by enemies of a former birth, whose bodies* have no lucky

marks, like misfortune personified. If another daughter is born now, then I intend to go to a

foreign country and surely leave behind the family.While he was reflecting thus, his wife bore a

child, and he heard the news of the birth of a daughter like a needle piercing his ear. His face

upturned, Nagil deserted his family and went away, like a vicious bull that has suddenly thrown

off its load. To her (his wife) suffering from child-birth, the pain of her husband’s departure was

like acid thrown on a wound. In her great sorrow Nagasri did not even give her a name, and the

people called her ‘Nirnamika.’ She took no care of her at all, but still she grew up. For there is

no death* for a person, whose life-term has not expired, even if struck by a thunderbolt. Very ill-

favored, causing distress even to her mother, she spends the time performing menial tasks in

others’ houses.One day in a festival she saw sweetmeats in the hands of rich children and

asked her own mother for some. Grinding her teeth, her mother told her: ‘You ask for

sweetmeats! That is fitting! Did your father eat sweetmeats?’ If you want to eat sweetmeats,

take a rope, go to Mt. Ambaratilaka for a load of wood, agliness burned by that speech as if by

a dung-fire, crying, she took a rope and went to the mountain.At that time omniscience had

come to Muni Yugandhara, engaged in pratima for one night on the peak of the mountain. Then

a great festival called ‘the festival of omniscience was being celebrated in his honor by the

gods at hand. Then the people living in the towns and villages near the mountain competed

with each other to show him honor. When she saw the people, decorated with many

ornaments, going there, Nirnamika stood in astonishment, as if she were painted in a picture.

She found out the reason for the people coming continuously and, throwing aside her load of

wood like a load of pain, she set out. With the people Nirnamika ascended the mountain, since

tirthas are common to all. Considering the muni’s feet to be a kalpa-tree she honored them with

joy. The wish is in accordance with fate.Then the muni, benefiting all the world, delivered a

sermon in a deep voice, delighting the world like a cloud: ‘The enjoyment of pleasures of the

senses by men causes a fall to the ground of existence, like ascending a bed woven of

unseasoned ropes. All creatures’ association with son, friend, and wife is like travelers’



sleeping in a dwelling made in one village. The burden of pain is endless, arising from the

manifestations of ‘their karma, for those wandering here in the eighty four lacs of birth-

nuclei.’67 Then Nirnamika with folded hands said to the Blessed One, 'From what you say

there is equality between king and beggar. You have declared that samsara is the abode of

sorrow. Is there anyone in it more afflicted than I am?’ the Blessed One replied: ‘What pain is

yours, lady, thinking yourself afflicted? Hear the afflictions of others. From the modifications of

their karma Souls are born in hell, doomed to be cut apart, doomed to mutilation, and to have

their heads cut off. Some are pressed by machines as if they were pressing sesameB-seed;

some are torn by cruel saws just as if they were tearing a piece of wood. Some are made to lie

constantly on couches with cotton made of spikes; some are thrown on rocks by demons, as if

they were clothes. Some are beaten like iron-pots by hard iron-hammers; some are divided into

many pieces like a handful of vegetables. Their bodies* are put together again, and the same

thing is done again and again. Experiencing that pain they wail piteously. When they wish to

drink, they have to drink hot liquid tin repeatedly; seeking shade, they are seated under a tree

that has leaves full as narrow as swords. The hell-inhabitants, reminded of their former actions,

are not allowed to exist even a moment in hell without pain. O child, the hell eunuchs68 pain

causes pain to people just from being heard in entirety.Furthermore, one can see with one’s

own eyes that creatures of water, land, and air suffer all kinds of pain arising from their karma.

The sea-creatures devour each other voluntarily and eagerly. They are caught by fishermen,

and devoured by cranes, etc. They are opened by people skinning them, they are roasted as if

roasted on a spit; they are cooked by people wishing to eat them, and swallowed by those

wishing their marrow. Creatures on land the weak, such as the deer, are killed by the stronger,

such as the lion, who devour their flesh. Innocent, they are killed by this or that device by men

whose minds are devoted to hunting for sport, or from desire for the meat. They endure pain

from hunger, thirst, cold, heat, imposition of excessive burdens, etc., from thongs, goads, and

whips. The birds, such as partridges, parrots, doves, sparrows, etc., are seized by the

carnivorous hawks, falcons, vultures, etc. After they have been caught by various stratagems

and tricks by fowlers greedy for their flesh, they are killed with various kinds of abuse. Always

animals have fear*, arising from water, etc., from weapons*, etc., that has uninterrupted

course, dependent on the bondage of their own karma.Even when human birth is attained,

some persons are born blind and deaf; some are lame from birth, and some are leprous from

birth. Some men addicted to theft, some to unchastity, are punished by ever new punishment,

like hell-inhabitants. Some, unceasingly afflicted by various diseases, looking to others (for

help), are ignored even by their sons. Some, who are slaves, are beaten like mules, bear very

heavy loads, endure thirst, etc. There is also unceasing sorrow even of the gods, troubled by

mutual injuries, bound by the relationship of master and servant. In this Ocean of worldly

existence which is valueless and extremely cruel by nature, there is no limit to pains like sea-

monsters in the Ocean. In existence, the abode of pain, the religion of the Jinas is the only

remedy, like a charm in a place filled with ghouls, ghosts, etc. Certainly, injury must not be

committed, for by injury people sink in the whirlpool of hell, as a boat sinks from an excessive

load. Falsehood must always be avoided, since from the utterance of falsehood a creature

wanders a long time in existence, like a straw before a wind. One should not take an object that

has not been given, since certainly there is no comfort from the taking of a thing not given, just

as from the touch of kapikacchu fruit.69 Unchastity should be avoided, for by unchastity a man

is led to hell, as a poor man is led by someone having seized him by the throat. Possessions

should not be acquired, since by the power of possessions a man sinks in the mire of pain, just

as an ox sinks from an excessive burden. Whoever avoids these five injury, etc., even in part,



he is the partaker of the wealth of higher and higher happiness.Then she acquired a

wonderful desire for emancipation, and her knot of karma, indivisible as an iron ball, was

broken. Under the great muni she adopted right belief completely, and sincerely assumed the

lay-duties as taught by the Jinas. She adopted at that very time the five lesser vows non-injury,

etc., food* for a traveler to the next world. Then bowing to the lord of munis and taking her load

of wood, she went to her own house, delighted as if she had accomplished her purpose. From

that time on she piously practiced penance of various kinds, remembering the speech of Muni

Yugandhara as well as her own name. No one, to be sure, married her, ill-favored as she was

even in youth. Who, pray, likes to eat the fruit, even ripe, of an acrid gourd? At present,

because of extreme disgust with the world she has undertaken a fast in the presence of Muni

Yugandhara, who has come again to that mountain. Therefore, go and show yourself to her.

Dying devoted to you she will be your wife. For whatever the thought is at death*, that surely is

(one’s) destiny.” Lalitanga did so. She died devoted to him, and was born as his wife,

Svayamprabha, as before. Then he enjoyed himself exceedingly, after he had gained his wife,

lost as if by the feigned anger of a coquette for her lover. In heat shade is conducive to

pleasure.When some time had passed in dalliance with her, Lalitanga observed signs of his

own fall. His jeweled ornaments became lusterless, and the wreaths on his head withered as if

from fear* of the separation. His body-garments became soiled at once. Even the Lord of

Laksmi (Visnus) is deserted by Laksmi, when calamity is near. He had excessive devotion to

pleasure with neglect of Dharma.* Generally there is a change in the nature of creatures at

death. All his retinue spoke inarticulately from grief and pain. Utterance of those talking issues

in accordance with the future. He was deserted by Beauty and Modesty, who had been won at

the proper time and were always dear, just as if he had committed a crime. Even though not

poor, he was attended by Poverty, and by Sleep, though not sleepy, just as an ant is provided

with wings at the time of death.70* His ligaments relaxed together with his heart, and the

kalpa-trees unshakeable even by winds, shook. The joints of his body and limbs, though

healthy, separated as if from fear* of pain arising from going to a future evil state. In the same

way, his sight became dull in grasping objects, as if unable to see the presence of others. Just

then his limbs became tremulous and unsteady, as if from fear of the coming of pain caused by

dwelling in the womb. Like an elephant* with a driver, he took no pleasure in pleasure-

mountains, rivers, tanks, lakes, nor groves, though beautiful.Then Svayamprabha said, “Have I

committed some fault, my lord, since you look so melancholy?” Lalitanga replied: "My dear,

there is no fault of yours. The fault is mine, that I practiced so little penance formerly, fair-

browed one. I, always like a person awake in regard to pleasures, and asleep in regard to

Dharma, was indeed lord of the Vidyadharas in a former birth. Enlightened by my minister

Svayambuddha sent by my good fortune, as it were, I adopted the Jain Dharma toward the end

of my life. From the power of that Dharma I became lord of Sriprabha for so long a time. I am

going to fall from here. What is not to be gained is not gained.” As he was speaking thus, the

god Drdhadharma came to him at Bidaujas’s command, and said, “The Indra of Aisana-heaven

intends to go to Nandisvara, etc., to make a pooja to the statues of the Jinas. You go also at his

command.” Saying, “By my good fortune the Master’s command comes at just the right time,”

Lalitanga delighted set out with his wife. He went to Nandisvara and worshipped the eternal

statues* of the Arhats. From great joy his imminent fall was forgotten. Then as he was going to

other tirthas with a pure mind, he died, since his life was expired, just as a lamp goes out when

its oil is consumed.SIXTH INCARNATION AS VAJRAJANGHAThen he was born as the son of

King Suvarnajangha and Queen Laksmi in Jambudvipa,, in the East Videhas, near the Ocean

on the north bank of the big river Sita, in the province Puskalavati, in the city Lohargala. Then



with delight blossoming forth, on an auspicious* day the happy parents gave him the name of

Vajrajangha. In a short time Svayamprabha, afflicted by grief, devoted to works of Dharma*,

also fell like Lalitanga. In this same province in the city Pundarikini, she became the daughter

of the Cakrin Vajrasena and his wife Gunavati. She was endowed with beauty surpassing all

the world, and was named Srimati by her parents. Cared for by nurses like a creeper by

women-gardeners, she grew up gradually, her body delicate and her hands like shining

blossomsB. As a jewel adorns a gold ring, youth adorned her making the sky blossom, as it

were, with her glossy beauty.One day, for amusement she ascended the high palace named

Sarvatobhadra, like a streak of twilight-clouds on a mountain. Then in a beautiful garden she

saw the gods coming to Muni Susthita who had reached omniscience. “Where have I seen this

before?” Using uha and apoha71 she recalled her former births like a dream of the night. At

once she fell on the ground in a swoon as if unable to bear in her heart the load of the

knowledge of her former births. After she had recovered consciousness from treatment of

sandal,72 etc., administered by her friends, she got up and reflected as follows: “Lalitanga, my

husband in a former birth, fell from heaven. Where has he descended now? Ignorance of this

grieves me. Since he fills my heart, there is no other lord of my heart. Who indeed would put

salt in a dish of camphor? He is the lord of my life. If there is no opportunity of conversation

with him, what use is there in talking to anyone else?” and she took a vow of silence. Fearing

that it was a derangement due to supernatural agency, her friends gave treatment of charms,

spells, etc., such as was fitting. She did not abandon her silence even from one hundred reme

dies. For certainly one disease is not cured by the remedy for another. On occasion she gave

instruction to her retinue by writing and by gestures with her eye-brows, hands, etc.One day

Srimati had gone to a pleasure-garden, and her nurse, named Pandita, seized a favorable

opportunity and spoke to her privately: “You are like my life to me; I am like your mother. There

is no reason for lack of confidence between us. Tell me, daughter, why you have taken to

silence. Make your grief easier by sharing it with me. When I know your grief, I shall proceed to

the business of curing it. For a treatment of unknown disease is not right.” She then told

Pandita an exact account of her former life, like a man making confession to a good guru.

Having represented Srimati’s story on canvas by pictures, Pandita, learned in strategy, went

quickly to display it outside. It was the birthday of the Cakrin Vajrasena and for this occasion

many kings came there. After she had painted the canvas clearly, Pandita spread it out on the

highway, and stood like the strong desire of Srimati. Some who knew the scriptures praised the

painted heaven, Nandisvara, etc., in it which agreed with the description in the scriptures.

Other laymen, nodding their heads, described the images of the holy Arhats one by one.

Looking repeatedly with side-long glances, some, who had experience in the arts, praised

constantly the purity of line. Others described the colors, black, white, yellow, blue, red, etc.,

that made the canvas look like a twilight-cloud.Just then King Durdarsana’s son, who was

fittingly named Durdanta, came there. He looked at the canvas with circumspection for a

moment, fell on the ground in a pretended faint, and got up like one who has regained

consciousness. Questioned by the people as to the reason for his fainting, after he had got up,

he told a story giving a false account. “Someone has painted on the canvas the incidents of my

former birth, and at the sight of it here the recollection of the birth took place. I am the god

Lalitanga, and Svayamprabha was my goddess. All this agrees exactly with what is painted

here on the canvas.” Then Pandita asked him, “If that is so, sir, then tell what this composition

on the canvas is. Explain it with your finger.” He said, “This is Mt. Meru. This is the city

Pundarikini.” Again asked about the name of the muni, he said he had forgotten the name.

Again asked “Who is this king, surrounded by ministers? this woman ascetic?” he replied, “I do



not know their names.” Recognized as a deceitful person, he was addressed by her with

ridicule: “O son, this account of your former birth agrees exactly with this. You are Lalitanga, sir,

and Svayamprabha is your wife. Now as a result of karma she is a lame girl in Nandigrama.

From recollection of her former birth, she painted her own life and gave me the canvas when I

went to Dhatakikhanda. I have searched for you out of compassion for her, lame as she is. So,

come to Dhatakikhanda. I shall lead you to her presence. Pitiable in separation from you, she

lives in grief. Console at once your wife dearer than life in a former, birth, O son.” When Pandita

became silent after speaking thus, the deceitful man was ridiculed by his own friends. “Oh,

there is fruition of your merit from this acquisition of a jewel of a woman.” “By all means this

lame girl must be approached and supported.” Then Prince Durdanta, his face pale from

embarrassment, (looking) like a piece of goods that has been left after a sale, went

elsewhere.Just then Vajrajangha came from the city Lohargala, saw the events painted in the

picture, and swooned. Fanned with fans, sprinkled with water, he got up. Recollection of his

former birth took place, as if he had just come from heaven. Questioned by Pandita, “Why did

you swoon, O Prince, when you saw this painting?” Vajrajangha said: “This painting is the life of

my wife and myself in a former birth, madam. When I saw it, I fainted. This is the holy heaven

Isana, and this the palace Sriprabha. Here am I named Lalitanga, and that is my wife,

Svayamprabha. Here in Dhatakikhanda, having descended in Nandigrama, she, named

Nirnamika, was born in the house of a poor man. Here she has ascended Mt. Ambaratilaka

and begun fasting before Muni Yugandhara. Here I have gone to show myself to her. She died

devoted to me and was born again as Svayamprabha. Here in Nandisvara I am engaged in

worshipping the images of the Jinas, and here, going from there to other tirthas, I have fallen.

Here, I think, my wife also is falling. Here is Svayamprabha, alone, poor, pitiable. I think she is

here. Remembering her former birth she painted that. For certainly one person does not know

what has been experienced by another.” Pandita agreed, and went to Srimati and told her

everything a remedy for healing the arrow-wound in her heart.At the recital of the news of her

lover, Srimati’s hair stood on end from delight, like Vidura’s ground sprouting with jewels at the

sound of clouds. Srimati had Pandita tell her father, for dependence is a natural virtue of high-

born women. Delighted at once by that recital like a peacock by thunder, King Vajrasena

summoned Vajrajangha. The King said to the Prince, “Take now my daughter Srimati for your

wife as in a former birth.” The Prince agreed, and the King, delighted, married Srimati to him,

just as the Ocean married Sri to Hari.73s Clothed in white linen, like the moon and moonlight

united, they had the King’s permission to go to Lohargalapura. Knowing that Vajrajangha was

a suitable person, King Svarnajangha installed him in power and took initiation. Vajrasena also

bestowed his sovereignty on his son Puskalapala and became a mendicant. He became a

Tirthankaras. Vajrajangha, dallying with beautiful Srimati, bore with ease the burden of the

kingdom, as an elephant* bears a lotus. To them who were never separated like the Gangas

and the Ocean, enjoying pleasures, a son was born.Then the border vassals on all sides, very

angry like a lot of snakes, were estranged from Puskalapala. For the purpose of subduing them

like snakes, the powerful king Vajrajangha, summoned by him, set out. Srimati, whose devotion

was unshakeable, also set out with King Vajrajangha, like Paulomi with Bidaujas. When he had

gone half-way, he saw ahead a patch of cane that presented the appearance of moonlight on

the night before the new moon. When he was informed by travelers, “Here is a snake whose

look is poisonous,” he went by another road. For the prudent are devoted to the completion of

their purpose. He, resembling a lotus, went to Pundarikini, and the whole crowd of vassals

became submissive to Puskala. King Puskalapala gave numerous gifts to him, like a disciple

greetings to a guru.One day, he took leave of Srimati’s distinguished brother and set out,



accompanied by Srimati, like the husband of Sri by Sri. When the grindstone of enemies

reached the vicinity of the reed-patch, now the experts in his carriage said, “Here two ascetics

attained Kevalajnana. The serpent which was poisonous by its glance became poisonless from

the brilliance of the gods coming there. The two munis, named Sagarasena and Munisena, O

King, are there like the sun and moon.”The King knew that these munis were his brothers and,

exceedingly pleased, dwelt in that very place in the forest, like Visnus in the Ocean.74 Bowed

with the weight of devotion as it were, together with his wife he paid homage to them preaching

there, surrounded by an assembly of gods. At the end of the sermon he gave them food*, drink,

garments, paraphernalia, etc., and reflected as follows: “These are blessed, free from

passions, from self interest, and from possessions. I, alas! am not such, though born from the

same parents. These alone are Intimate sons, since they follow the good road of father who

took the vows; and I am like a based son. Even in such circumstances, if I become a

mendicant, it is not at all unsuitable for me. For mendicancy even just taken is like a lamp for

destroying darkness. Therefore, I shall resort now to my father’s course, like a hansa to the

course of a hansa, after I have gone to the city and given the kingdom to my

son.”Accompanied by Queen Srimati who agreed about taking the vow, as if her mind were

interwoven with his, he arrived at the city Lohargala. Then his son, eager for the throne,

alienated the entire kingdom by money. Money penetrates everywhere like water. The King and

Srimati went to sleep at night with the thought that at dawn they would take the vow, and give

the kingdom to their son. While they were happily asleep, their son infused poisonous incense

into their room. Who could restrain it like fire coming out of a house? The husband and wife

died at once from the excessive smoke of the incense which entered their nostrils like a hook

for pulling out their lives.SEVENTH INCARNATION AS A TWIN IN THE UTTARAKURUSThen

they were born among the Uttarakuru as twins, for the same fate results to those who have

died with the same thought.EIGHTH INCARNATION AS A GODAfter they had completed their

life together in accordance with the country, they died and became gods devoted (to each

other) in Saudharma.NINTH INCARNATION AS A PHYSICIAN JIVANANDAAfter he had

enjoyed pleasures unceasingly, the soul of Vajrajangha fell from the exhaustion of his life-span,

Just as a snow-ball melts in the sun. In Jambudvipa in the Videhas, in the city Ksitipratisthita,

he was born as the son, named Jivananda, of the physician Suvidhi. At the same time in this

city four other boys were born, like pieces of Dharma* joined to bodies.* Among them, one was

the son, named Mahidhara, of King Isanacandra by his wife Kanakavati. Another was the son

of the minister Sunasira and his wife Laksmi, named Subuddhi, resembling Srinandana (Love).

Another was the son, named Purnabhadra, of the trader Sagaradatta and his wife Abhayavati.

The fourth was borne by the wife, Silamati, of the merchant Dhana; he was named Gunakara

and was like a heap of good conduct. Zealously cared for by nurses day and night, all grew up

together like limbs in one body. They played together in sand-piles, and together they absorbed

the entire collection of arts as trees absorb water. In the same city the soul of Srimati too was

born as the son Kesava of the merchant Isvaradatta. Counting him they were six friends,

inseparable always like the mind and the senses. Jivananda learned the eight-branched75

Ayurveda* followed by his father and also the taste, efficacy, and effect of drugs. Like Airavana

among elephants, like the sun among the planets*, he became foremost among physicians,

wise and with unquestioned skill. They always amused themselves together like brothers, all

staying sometimes at one’s house, sometimes at another’s.One day when they were at the

house of Jivananda, the son of the physician, a sadhu came to beg for alms. He was the son of

King Prthvipala, named Gunakara, and had given up the kingdom like an impure thing, and

had adopted the empire of tranquility. Emaciated by penance like the water of a river by



summer-heat, he was afflicted by worms and leprosy from eating food* at the wrong time.

Although afflicted with worms and leprosy in his whole body, he did not ever ask for a

treatment. For those who desire emancipation are indifferent to the body. As he was wandering

at random from house to house to break his three days’ fast, they observed him in the

courtyard of their own house. Then Prince Mahidhara said tauntingly to Jivananda, the only

physician in the world: “You have thorough knowledge of disease; you have knowledge of drugs

you are experienced in treatment. Compassion alone is wanting. Like a courtesan, you never

glance even at a friend even though sick, even though asking, unless you are paid.

Nevertheless, the discerning must not be greedy for money solely. In some cases, a cure must

be made for the sake of Dharma.* Shame on all your efforts in treatment and in pathology

since you are indifferent to such a worthy person who has come ill.”Jivananda, an Ocean of the

jewels of knowledge, replied: “Noble friend, you have astonished me. It is a good thing. A

Brahman’s relatives free from animosity, a merchant who is not deceitful, a lover who is not

jealous, a body free from disease, a learned man who is rich, a meritorious person free from

pride, a woman who is not fickle, and a prince who has good conduct these are seldom seen. I

must certainly cure this great muni. The lack of remedies hinders. I have here the oil with a

hundred thousand ingredients, but I have not gosirsa-sandal and a jeweled blanket. Bring

them.” “We will bring them,” saying, the five went at once to the bazaar. The muni went to his

own place.“Take the price and give us a jeweled blanket and gosirsa-sandal,” they said to an

old merchant. While giving them, he said, “A lac of gold coins is the price of each of them. Take

them, and tell me what you intend to do with these objects.” They said, “Take the price and give

the gosirsa-sandal and jeweled blanket. Our purpose is to cure a great sadhu with them.”

Hearing this, the merchant, whose eyes were wide open with astonishment and whose joy was

indicated by horripilation, reflected thus in his mind: “On the one hand is their youth intoxicated

with wildness, joy, and love; on the other hand their minds, the abode of discernment, suitable

for mature age. Such a thing is suitable for people like me whose bodies* are decrepit from old

age. For them to do it is like untamed animals carrying a load.” With these reflections he said:

“Take the gosirsa-sandal and jeweled blanket. Good luck to you, sirs, and keep the money, I

shall take imperishable Dharma as the price of these two articles. I like brothers you have

made me share Dharma*, which is a good thing.” The best of merchants delivered to them the

gosirsa-sandal and jeweled blanket. Devout, he became a mendicant, and attained

emancipation.With all the remedies, they, foremost of the noble, accompanied by Jivananda,

went to the muni. After bowing to him as he was standing in kayotsarga*, motionless beneath

a banyan tree like its root, they said, “We are going to make an obstacle to your Dharma today

by giving a treatment, Blessed One. Permit it and favor us with merit.” Thus informing the muni,

they brought a cow recently dead. Certainly doctors do not hesitate. They anointed with the oil

every limb of the muni; it disappeared in the body like canal-water in a garden. The muni

became unconscious from the oil which had great warming power. An exceedingly strong

remedy is suitable for allaying a very strong disease. Confused by the oil, the worms came out

of his body, as ants come out of an ant-hill because of water. Jivananda then covered the muni

entirely with the jeweled blanket just as the moon covers the sky with moonlight. Then the

worms clung to the jeweled blanket because of its coolness,76 just as fish burned by summer

midday heat cling to duckweed. Slowly shaking the blanket above the cow’s body, the doctor

made the worms, fall. Indeed, treachery is never present in the good” Then Jivananda soothed

the muni with gosirsa-sandal which gives life to creatures like nectar. As only the worms which

were in the skin came out from this, Jivananda anointed again the muni with oil, From that

anointing again many worms that were in the flesh came out, like liquids from the vital air that



is in the throat and rises upwards. The worms stuck to the jeweled blanket-cover in the same

way as bacteria of curds more than two days old stick to a cloth with red lac. Again he made

the worms fall from the jeweled blanket on the cow’s body in the same way as before. Oh, the

knowledge and skill of the doctor! Jivananda made comfortable the muni with showers of juice

of gosirsa-sandal, just as a cloud makes comfortable with rain an elephant* tormented by

summer heat. By another anointing the worms in the bones came out. There is no staying even

in adamant cages when the very strong are angry. Again he shook the worms clinging to the

jeweled blanket on the cow’s body. A low abode is suitable for the low. Again the best of doctors

smeared the muni with gosirsa-sandal at once with the greatest devotion as if he were a god.

The muni, handsome because of the fresh skin that had been produced by the applied

remedies, looked like a polished golden statue. When these men skilled in devotion had asked

his forgiveness (for any fault they might have committed), he, patient as the earth, went

elsewhere to wander. For such as he can remain nowhere forever.Endowed with plenty of

shrewdness, they sold the remaining gosirsa-sandal and the jeweled blanket and received

gold. With that gold and gold of their own they had built a lofty Jain temple that was like the

peak of Meru. Worshipping the Jinas and devoted to attendance on their guru, they, noble-

minded, wore away time like karma. One day, the six felt disgust with the world and, pious, in

the presence of their guru took initiation the fruit of the tree of human birth. They wandered

from city to city, from village to village, and from forest to forest, staying a limited time, like

planets* going from one sign of the zodiac to another. By penances of one, two, three, etc.,

days fast, 77 they made the jewel of good conduct more shining, though already shining, as if

by a whetstone. Not troubling the giver, for the sake of sustaining life they took alms to

breakfast, following the custom of the bees.78 Supported by firmness, they endured trials,

hunger, thirst, heat, etc., as good soldiers endure blows. With forgiveness, etc.,79 as weapons*

they completely overcame the four passions like four branches of the army of King Delusion.

After they had first performed Samlekhana physically and mentally, they began to fast, which

is a thunderbolt for destroying the mountain of karma. Engaged in concentrated meditation*,

recalling the formula of homage to the five Supreme Ones, they abandoned the body. The

noble have no delusion.TENTH INCARNATION AS A SAMANIKA, GODThe six became

Sakrasamanikas in the twelfth heaven named Acyuta. For such penance does not bear

ordinary fruit. They fell after completing a life of twenty-two sagaropamas.80 for there is always

falling until moksa is attained.ELEVENTH INCARNATION AS VAJRANABHAIn the continent

Jambudvipa, in the East Videhas, in the province Puskalavati in the vicinity of the Ocean, in the

city Pundarikini, they were born in succession as the five sons of King Vajrasena by his wife

Dharini. Among them the soul of the doctor was the first son, named Vajranabha, indicated by

fourteen great dreams. The soul of the prince was the second, named Bahu. The minister’s son

was named Subahu. The Souls of the sons of the merchant and trader were named Pitha and

Mahapitha; and the soul of Kesava became a Rajput, Suyasas. Suyasas was devoted to

Vajranabha even from childhood. Affection resulting from a former birth binds friendship. The

King’s sons and Suyasas gradually grew up, resembling the six mountain-ranges turned into

men. Often riding horseback on the bridle path, they, powerful, gave the impression of Revanta

multiplied. In the study of the arts their teacher in the arts was only a witness, since the merits

of the great become apparent by themselves. Their exhibitions of strength were excelled by no

one, as they lifted mountains with their arms just as if lifting stones.Then the Lokantika gods

appeared before the King and announced to Vajrasena, “O Master, found your congregation.”

Then Vajrasena installed on the throne Vajranabha, whose strength was equal to the thunder

bolt, who was like a second himself embodied. Then King Vajrasena delighted the earth by



distributing gifts for a year, like a cloud water. His festival of departure (niskramana) was made

by gods, asuras, and kings. He adorned the garden to which he went like the moon the sky.

The Blessed One, having self-acquired knowledge, took initiation there, and the knowledge

called manahparyava was acquired. Rejoicing in the supreme spirit, having a wealth of

tranquility, free from affection, free from possessions, with various resolutions81 the Lord set

out to wander over the earth.Vajranabha gave provinces to each one of his brothers and,

surrounded by them in constant attendance, looked like Indra surrounded by Lokapalas.

Suyasas was his charioteer, like Arunas of the Sun. For great warriors must choose charioteers

in accordance with themselves. From the destruction of the impurity of the ghati-karmas82 of

Vajrasena, he acquired the highest omniscience like the light of a mirror. Then the cakra,

surpassing the sun, entered King Vajranabha’s armory. The thirteen other jewels also

belonged to him. For acquisition is in proportion to merit, as a lotus is in proportion to the

water. The nine treasures performed service to him, drawn by strong merit like bees by

perfume. He conquered the entire province Puskalavati,83 and all the kings consecrated him

as cakravartin. His inclination toward Dharma*, even as he was enjoying pleasures, increased

very much, as if in rivalry with increasing age. Gradually from the increasing wealth of disgust

with existence, his inclination toward Dharma became very strong like a creeper from water in

a basin at its root.One day the Lord of Jinas, Vajrasena, came there in his wandering,

producing the greatest joy like moksa embodied. Then the Master delivered a sermon on

Dharma, which was a fountain of nectar for the ears, under the caitya-tree in the

samavasarana.84 Joyfully, like a king-goose Vajranabha with his brothers approached the lotus-

feet of the Lord Jinas, kinsman of the whole world. After he had circumambulated three times

the Lord of the World and bowed to him, he sat down behind Dharmacakri like a younger

brother. Chief of the laymen, he listened to the sermon which resembled rain at the time of

Svati,85 producing the pearl of enlightenment in the pearl-oysters of the minds of the Souls

capable of emancipation.Listening eagerly to the Blessed One’s speech like a deer to a song,

joyfully the King thought: “The boundless Ocean of existence is hard to cross, like the sea.

Fortunately, my Father, Lord of the World, is a guide across even it. Delusion makes men

completely blind, just as darkness does. The Blessed One destroys delusion completely, as

the sun destroys darkness. The heap of karma is incurable like a powerful disease that has

existed for a long time. My father is its healer. But what need to say more? He alone is the

destroyer of all pain, the sole producer of happiness, an Ocean of nectar of compassion. Since

the Master is like that, alas! through negligence arising from delusion, we' ourselves have

deceived ourselves for so long a time.” Then in a voice choked from devotion, the Cakravartin

announced to the Cakravartin of Dharma* who had come: “For a long time my mind has been

injured by books on statecraft devoted to the acquisition of wealth, just as a ploughed field is

injured by kusa grass.86B In the same way, desiring worldly pleasures, like an actor I have long

made my soul play parts always with karma as a costume. For this sovereignty of mine is

dependent on wealth and love. Whatever Dharma is considered here is allied with evil. Even

though I am my Father’s son, if I wander here in the Ocean of existence, what deeds of

prowess would I, just like everyone else, have to my credit? Just as I have taken care of this

kingdom I received from you, so I will take care of the empire of self-control. Give it to me.”After

he had made the kingdom subject to his son, the Cakravartin the sun in the sky of his own

family took the vow under the Blessed One. His brothers, Bahu and the rest, took the vow at

that time. For what their father and elder brother had taken came to them by inheritance. The

charioteer, Suyasas, following his master, became a mendicant at the feet of the charioteer of

Dharma. For servants follow their masters. Vajranabha instantly became completely acquainted



with the Ocean of scriptures, just as if the twelve angas87 visible to the eye had become

combined in one living body. Bahu and the others were learned in eleven angas. For the wealth

of merit is varied in accordance with the variation in destruction (ksaya) and subsidence

(upasama) of karma. Although rich in contentment, they were never satisfied with service at

the Tirthankara’s feet and with severe penance. Constantly drinking the nectar of the Tirthan

kara’s speech, they did not become emaciated even with penance, such as a month’s fast, etc.

The Blessed One, Vajrasena, resorted to the last pure meditation* and attained emancipation

which was celebrated with a great festival by the gods.Vajranabha, like a brother of Dharma*,

surrounded by munis, brothers in the vow, wandered over the earth. Bahu and the other

brothers and the charioteer had their lord in the Master Vajranabha, like the five senses subject

to the mind. By the power of their yoga all the magic powers, phlegm, etc., became apparent

like mountain herbs by moonlight. The body of a leper, if rubbed with just a particle of their

phlegm, became golden like a heap of copper from kotivedha juice. The impurities from their

eyes, ears, etc., and from their limbs, having the fragrance of musk, were a medicine for all sick

people. Merely from touching their bodies*, sick people became well, as if from a bath of

nectar. Water, both rain-water and running water of rivers, etc., that had been in contact with

their bodies, removed all diseases, as the light of the sun destroys darkness. The bad effects of

poison, etc., disappeared from wind that had touched their bodies, just as other elephants

disappear because of the scent of the ichor of a rutting elephant.* Food*, etc., infected with

poison that was placed in their dishes or mouths, became free from poison like pieces of

nectar. By hearing their speech, pain left anyone afflicted with a very poisonous disease, as

poison disappears by a syllable of a charm. The nails, hair, teeth, and everything else

produced by their bodies* became medicines, just as water in pearl-oysters becomes pearls.

They were able to make their bodies smaller than usual, so they could enter the eye of a

needle like thread. They had the power of making their bodies* very large, so that Mt. Sumeru

reached only to their knees. They had the capacity to make their bodies light, so that even the

lightness of the air was exceeded. They had the power to make their bodies* heavy, surpassing

even the thunderbolt, which (power) could not be resisted even by Sakra and the other gods.

They had the power of reaching, so that standing on the ground they could touch with their

finger-tips the top of Meru, the planets*, etc., like leaves of trees. They had the power of ir

resistible will, so that they could walk on water as well as on land, and dive into and come up

from land as well as water. They had power by which they could gain the magnificent state of a

cakravartin or Indra.They had the unprecedented faculty of making others submit, so that free,

savage animals became submissive. They had the power of freedom from opposition, so that

they had unopposed entrance into the middle of a mountain as if into a hole. They had the

power of unfrustrated invisibility, so that they could always be as invisible as the wind. They had

skill in changing their form, so they could fill the world with their own multiple forms.Their seed

like intellect was apparent, supernatural, causing seeds of many ideas to grow from the seed

of one idea. They had granary like faculties so that they retained in due order things heard

before without recalling them, like grain thrown in a granary. From their knowledge of all the

texts and interpretations, they could continue a text from one word heard at the beginning, end,

or middle. They had powerful mental faculties, lifting up from the Ocean of scriptures a subject

in an antarmuhurta, from their power of immersion. They had a powerful faculty of speech,

repeating all the scriptures in an antarmuhurta as easily as the alphabet. They were very

strong in body, free from weariness and exhaustion even when they were engaged in

motionless pratima for a long time. They were sources of nectar, milk, honey, and ghee from

the arrival of the flavor of nectar, etc., even from bad food* put in their dishes. Fortunately they



were sources of nectar, milk, honey, and ghee from the change of their words into nectar, etc.,

for those afflicted by pain. They had the power of having unfailing kitchens from the

inexhaustibility of even a little food which had been dropped into their bowls, even though very

much had been distributed. They had never-failing palaces from the comfortable

accommodation of innumerable creatures in a little space as in the case of an assembly of a

Tirthankars. They had the power to acquire one undivided sense-organ from the grasping by

one sense alone of the objects of other senses.They had the art of flying with their legs88 by

which they were able to reach Rucakadvipa in one jump. Returning from Rucakadvipa, with

one jump they were able to reach Nandisvara, and with a second the place from which they

had started. When going up in the air, with one jump they could go to the garden Panduka on

Meru’s peak. Then turning, they were able to go to Nandana89 with one jump and with a

second to the place of the first jump. By the art of flying by knowledge with one jump they

were able to reach Manusottara, and with another Nandisvaradvipa. With one jump they were

able to arrive at the ground of the first jump. They were able to come and go up in the air in the

same way as in the Middle World.90 They had the power of a venomous serpent, able to

destroy by a curse or to favor; and they had very many other powers also. They did not make

use of their powers at all; for people seeking moksa are indifferent to things close at hand.THE

TWENTY STHANAKASNow the Master Vajranabha acquired strong Tirthankara-body-making

and family-karma by the twenty sthanakas as follows. Of these the first is by worship of the

Arhats and Arhat-statues, and by hymns of praise containing true events, avoiding blasphemy.

The second is the celebration in words of the true state of emancipation with festivals of

watching in the places where the siddhas attained perfection. The third sthanaka is kindness to

yatis who are young, sick, students, etc., and affection for the scriptures. The fourth sthanaka is

the showing of great devotion to gurus by gifts of food*, medicine, clothes, etc., and by making

salutation. The fifth is devotion to sthaviras, i.e., those who have been initiated for twenty years,

those sixty years old, and the learned. The sixth is the showing of affection by gifts of food,

clothes, etc., to those having more learning than oneself in regard to interpretation. The

seventh is tenderness to ascetics making protracted penance by the gift of devotion and rest.

The eighth is the acquisition of knowledge of both text and meaning of the twelve angas of the

scriptures by daily questions, reciting, etc. The ninth is Right-belief, free from the faults of

doubt, etc,91 adorned with the qualities of firmness, etc.,92 characterized by tranquility, etc.93

The tenth is Reverence (vinaya) so-called from the destruction of karma, fourfold with knowl

edge, belief, good-conduct, and service to one’s superiors. The eleventh is earnest.,

determined avoidance of transgression* in the modes of conduct and daily duties.94 The

twelfth sthanaka is the observance without sin of the chief gunas of non-injury, etc., and the'

subsidiary ones of carefulness, etc. The thirteenth sthanaka is the making of pure meditation*

every minute and every second, with avoidance of negligence. The fourteenth sthana is

constant penance, according to ability, without injury to mind and body. The fifteenth is sharing

of food, etc., with ascetics, according to ability, with purity of mind, speech, and body. The

sixteenth sthana is the rendering of service by food, drink, etc., to the ten persons, acharya,

etc.95 The seventeenth sthana is enabling the fourfold congregation* to concentrate their

minds in meditation by warding off all evils. The eighteenth sthana is the daily zealous learning

of new texts, interpretations, and both. The nineteenth sthana is devotion to knowledge of the

scriptures by faith, by their publication, by destroying censure, etc. The twentieth is the

propagation of the doctrine by vidyas, prognostication, literary composition, discussion,

discourses on Dharma*, etc.96 Of these (i.e., of the twenty) one is cause for gaining

Tirthankaranamakarma. The Blessed One acquired it by all.Bahu, performing service to the



sadhus, acquired for himself karma which had as its fruit the pleasures of a cakravartin.

Subahu acquired superhuman strength by giving rest to the great rishis engaged in penance.

Then Vajranabha praised Bahu and Subahu, saying, “These are indeed virtuous, bestowing

service and rest.” Pitha and Mahapitha reflected, “Whoever confers benefits, he alone is

praised. Yet who praises us since we are devoted to the study of the scriptures and medita

tion*, but do not confer benefits? People adhere to those who confer advantages.” Because

they did not confess this sin caused by jealousy devoted to deceit and wrong belief, they

acquired karma that had woman-birth as its fruit. These six observed their mendicancy free

from transgressions*, resembling a sword-blade, for fourteen lacs of Purvas.97* The six,

having pure resolution, undertook the first called padapopagamana98 accompanied by the

two kinds of Samlekhana, and became chief-gods in the Sarvarthasiddhi heaven, with life-

periods of thirty three sagaropamas.2. STORY OF SAGARACANDRA, PRIYADARSANA AND

ASOKADATTANow, in Jambudvipa in the West Videhas, there is a city, Aparajita by name,

unconquered by its enemies. In it there was a king, by whose power the world had been

subdued, Isanacandra, equal to the Indra of Isana in glory. There lived a merchant, preeminent

in wealth, foremost among those devoted solely to piety, by name Candanadasa, sandal for

giving delight to the world. He had a son, Sagaracandra, who was the prime cause of delight to

the eyes of the world like the moon to the Ocean. Always having an upright character, his

actions governed by Dharma*, possessing discernment, he was the face-ornament of the

whole city.One day, to see King Isanacandra he went to the palace crowded with vassal-kings

who had humbly approached to do service. Then he was received by the King, just as by a

father, with great affection shown by giving him a seat, betel, etc. Just then a panegyrist came

to the King’s door and recited in a voice which surpassed the sound of the conch: “Today, O

King, the Sri of spring with many flowers prepared appears in your garden like a woman-

gardener on the alert. Honor with your presence that garden with the quarters made fragrant

with the perfume of blooming flowers, like Mahendra Nandana.” The King instructed the door-

keeper: “Early in the morning everyone must go to the garden. Have it proclaimed in the city.”

“You too must go to the garden,” the King himself commanded the merchant’s son. For this is

characteristic of a gracious master. Then dismissed by the King, delighted, he went home and

told his friend Asokadatta about the King’s command.On the next day the King went to the

garden with his retinue. The citizens went there also. Subjects follow the king. Like spring with

the wind from Malaya, the merchant’s son with his friend Asokadatta went to the garden. Then

the people, subject to the rule of kamas, began to amuse themselves by gathering and

wreathing flowers, by songs, dances, etc. The citizens, formed into groups here and there,

engaged in recreation, took up the yoke of the camp of King Smaras who had settled there.

While at every step arose loud sounds of songs and musical instruments* in conjunction as if

to conquer other sense-objects, suddenly from a near-by arbor of trees arose the cry of a

terrified woman, “Help! Help!” To ascertain what it was, Sagara ran quickly, as if drawn by that

voice penetrating his ear, He saw there Priyadarsana, the daughter of the merchant

Purnabhadra, who had been seized by bandits like a black doe by wolves. The merchant’s son

crushed the hand of one bandit and took away his knife, just as one would take a jewel after

breaking a serpent’s neck. Seeing such strength on his part, the bandits ran away. Even tigers

flee at the sight of a blazing fire. Thus Priyadarsana was freed by Sagara from the bandits like

a mango-shoot from wood-gatherers. “Who is he, best of men, devoted to helping others?

Fortunately he came here, drawn by my great good-fortune. Surpassing Smaras in beauty, he

alone shall be my husband.” With these thoughts Priyadarsana went to her own house.

Carrying Priyadarsana in his heart as if she were sewn there, the merchant’s son,



accompanied by Asokadatta, went home.Then Candanadasa heard indirectly about the whole

incident. By whom could such a thing be concealed?He thought, “His love for Priyadarsana is

suitable. For friendship between the lotus and king-goose is suitable. This magnanimous act

which was performed at that time is not suitable. For heroism must not be shown by a

merchant, even though he is heroic. Moreover, as he is honest, his association with

Asokadatta who is deceitful is certainly not a good thing, resembling that of a plantain treeB

with a jujube.”99 Reflecting thus for a long time, the merchant sent for Sagara, and began to

admonish him in a conciliatory way, as an elephant-driver would a bhadra elephant.100* “O

son, you are conversant with the customs of all the sastras, and with business affairs. Still, I

shall give you some advice. For we merchants, son, living by skill in our art, unassuming, being

well-dressed, are not criticized. Even in youth you must conceal your power. Merchants, even in

matters common to everyone, act with apprehension. Wealth, indulgence in pleasure,

generosity which must certainly be concealed, are sufficient for our renown, just as the body is

sufficient (adornment) for young women. Action which is not suitable to one’s birth has a bad

appearance, like a gold ornament fastened on a camel’s foot. Then time must be given to

wealth, as constituting virtue, by those devoted to business and to suitability for their own

station, son. Association with the wicked by those who are honest by nature must be

abandoned. In course of time it surely effects a change for the worse, like the poison of a mad-

dog. This Asokadatta friend of yours, always advancing (in influence), will corrupt you entirely,

as leprosy spreads and corrupts a body. For he, extremely deceitful, thinks one thing, says

another, and does something else, like a courtesan.”When the best of merchants had stopped

speaking after giving this careful advice, Sagaracandra thought to himself, “I think Father has

learned about the whole incident of the girl and bandit, since he gives this advice. Asokadatta

does not appear suitable to Father. By the bad fortune of men (our) elders are different (from

what they should be). Still, it must be.” Reflecting thus a moment, Sagaracandra said in a

respectful voice: “Whatever my Father advises, that must be done. I am your son. Enough of

action by which the father’s advice is transgressed. However, by chance and unexpectedly,

action falls to one’s lot which does not allow any time at all for reflection. The time for action

passes for one reflecting, as the auspicious* hour (for the bath) passes for a lazy person

washing his feet. Even though such a time should come, even though my life were in danger, I

will do only that which will not cause you embarassment. As for what my Father said about

Asokadatta, I am not vicious by his vice, nor virtuous from his virtue. The cause of my

friendship with Asokadatta is our living together, playing together in the sand-pile (as children),

seeing each other frequently, the same caste, same education, the same habits, the same

age, kindness even in absence, sharing of pleasure and pain. I do not see any deceit in him at

all. Someone has lied to my father. Certainly malicious people disturb everyone. Granted that

he is deceitful, what will he do to me? Even when they are placed together, glass is glass, a

jewel is a jewel! “To his son who had replied thus the merchant said, “You are a sensible fellow.

Nevertheless, I had to advise you. For the hearts of others are difficult to penetrate.”Knowing

his son’s attachment, he asked Purnabhadra for his daughter fully endowed with the virtues of

good conduct, etc., for him. Purnabhadra approved his request, saying, In the beginning that

daughter of mine was bought by kindness by your son. “Then the wedding of Sagaracandra

with Priyadarsana was celebrated by the parents at an auspicious* conjunction of the stars on

an auspicious day. Then the bride and groom rejoiced at the desired marriage just as at the fall

of the thought-about dundubhi.101 Their affection for each other, like that of two cranes102

increased, as if they had one soul from the harmony of their minds. Priyadarsana, always

radiant, with a gentle expression, shone with Sagaracandra like moonlight with the moon. Of



these two, virtuous, handsome, sincere, there was a suitable union from Destiny arranging it

after a long time. Certainly because of their faith in each other, there was no lack of confidence

between them. The pure in heart never suspect the reverse.Then Asokadatta came to the

house of Sagaracandra who had gone out and said to Priyadarsana, “Sagaracandra conjures

constantly in secret the daughter-in-law of the merchant Dhanadatta. What can be his object in

this?” Naturally artless, she replied, “Your friend knows this; or you, his second heart, always

know. Who knows the business conducted in secret of great men of affairs? He knows. Why

should he talk about it at home?” Ashokadatta said, “What your husband’s purpose is in

consultation with her, that I know. But how can it be told?” Asked by Priyadarsana, “What is it?”

he said, “What my purpose is with you, fair lady, that is his purpose with her.” Again asked by

Priyadarsana, who was artless and did not know his motive, “What is your purpose with me?”

he said, "Except your husband alone, what man of sense, understanding different flavors of

pleasure, would not have a purpose with you, fair lady?” When she heard that speech that was

like a needle in her ear, betraying an evil meaning, angered, her face bent down, she said to

him cuttingly: “O villain, basest of men, how can you think this? Or thought, how can you say it?

Shame upon the temerity of a fool! Moreover, do you consider my noble husband like yourself,

villain! Shame upon you, an enemy in the guise of a friend. Go! Do not stay, scoundrel! From

the mere sight of you there is evil”Thus reviled by her, he went away quickly like a thief. As he

went along, his face black with darkness like a cow-killer, disconsolate, Sagara saw him. “O

friend, why do you look as if you are troubled?” Sagaracandra, who had a crystal-pure mind,

asked him. Then the villain, a mountain of deceit and tricks, heaving a deep sigh, his lower lip

contracted a little, as if from great strain, said, “You see, brother, the cause of depression of

those living in samsara is like the cause of cold of those dwelling near Mt. Hima. Something is

present here like a wound in a secret place which it is desirable neither to conceal nor to tell.”

Guileless Sagaracandra reflected, as Asokadatta stood, after saying this, with deceitful tears

in his eyes, “Oh, samsara is worthless, in which even in such men such a cause of doubt

suddenly arises. Though he does not speak from firmness, his extreme inner despair is clearly

indicated by tears, like a fire by smoke.” Thinking thus for a long time, at once pained by his

pain, again Sagaracandra said to him in a choking voice, “If it is not untellable, friend, tell the

cause of your depression. Now have less pain by sharing your pain with me.”Asokadatta said,

“Nothing else is untellable to you, who are the same as life to me; this matter is especially

untellable. My friend knows this that here a woman is always the cause of unworthy things, as

the night before a new moon is the cause of darkness.” Sagara said, “Now indeed, dear friend,

you have fallen into danger from some woman like a snake,” Asokadatta said, displaying

simulated embarassment: “For a long time Priyadarsana has said improper things to me. For

so long a time I disregarded her with shame and scorn on my part, thinking, ‘some time she

will cease, ashamed of herself.’ But day by day she does not cease speaking to me with words

suitable for unchaste wives. Alas, women have persistence in wickedness. Today, moreover, to

look for you I went to your house. Friend, I have been detained by her knowing tricks like a

Raksasi. After I had freed myself in some way from her house, like an elephant* from a net, I

came here very quickly. Then I thought, ‘She will not let me go, so long as I live. So, shall I kill

myself today? And yet it is not a good idea to die, since she will describe such a thing falsely to

my friend; and that, moreover, in my absence. Rather, I myself will tell everything to my friend,

so that, distrusting her, he will not go to destruction. That too is not fitting, since I did not fulfill

her wish. Shall I throw acid on a wound by telling her improper conduct?’ As I was reflecting

thus, you saw me here just now. Know this to be the cause of my depression, friend.”When he

had heard this speech, for a moment Sagara was like one who has drunk poison; then he



became calm like the Ocean free from wind. Sagara said: “This is inherent in women, like

acridness in water from wells in salty ground. Do not be troubled. Be always busy with

auspicious* work. Contentment (of mind) must be maintained. Consider that her words are not

to be remembered. Let her be whatever she may be, enough of her, in truth. Only may there be

no evil-mindedness between us, brother. “So conciliated by him, artless as he was, the basest

of men rejoiced. For the deceitful, even having committed crimes, admire themselves. From

that time on, Sagara, without affection and with depression, endured Priyadarsana like a ringer

consumed by disease. Nevertheless, from respect he treated her just as before. For a creeper

which one has cherished is not rooted up, even though barren. Priyadarsana did not tell her

husband about Ashokadatta behavior, with the idea, “I do not want to cause a quarrel between

them.” Then Sagara, considering worldly existence as a prison, made his wealth serve its

purpose by employing it for the poor, etc. In course of time, all three, Sagara, Priyadarsana,

and Asokadatta, completed their span of life and died.DIVISIONS OF TIME AND

DESCRIPTION OF THE GOLDEN AGEThen Sagara and Priyadarsana were born in the form

of twins in the southern part of Bharataksetra in Jambudvipa, in the middle part of the space

between the Gangas and Sindhu, in the third period in avasarpini, when there was the eighth

part of a palya* remaining. In the five Bharata- and Airavata-zones the twelve-spoked wheel of

time is the basis of the law of time. Time is two-fold from the division into avasarpini and

utsarprni. There are six spokes in avasarpini, beginning with Ekantasusama (Pure Bliss). Of

these Ekantasusama lasts for four crores of crores of sagaras, and Susama (Bliss) for three;

Susama-duhsama (Bliss-Sorrow) for two, Duhsamasusama (Sorrow-Bliss) for one crores of

crores of sagaropamas minus forty-two thousand years; Duhsama (Sorrow) lasts for twenty-

one thousand years, and Ekantaduhsama (Pure Sorrow) for the same measure* of years. The

spokes which are in avasarpini, these have been described. They are the same in utsarpini,

but in reverse order. So in avasarpini and utsarpini together there are twenty crores of crores of

sagaropamas.In the first of these spokes, human beings live for three palyas, are six miles tall,

and eat every fourth day. They have symmetrical bodies103* marked with all the good marks,

with joints firmly knit as if with mortise, collar and pin104 always healthy. They are free from

anger, conceit, deceit, and greed, by their very nature shunning unrighteousness on all

occasions. In it, ten wishing-trees, Madyangas, etc., just as in the Uttarakurus, grant their

desires day and night. The Madyangas give sweet wines, as soon as asked; Bhrngas give

dishes, etc., like keepers of store-houses of them. Turyangas distribute musical instruments*

producing concerts. Dipasikhas and Jyotisikas also give unequaled light. The Sucitrangas

produce variegated wreaths; Citrarasas, like cooks, produce many kinds of food.* Manyangas

bestow ornaments at will; Gehakaras fine houses, instantly, like a city of the Gandharvas. With

uninterrupted desire the Anangas give clothes. Each of these give many other objects also.

Then the ground is sweet like sugar, and the waters in the rivers, etc., are unexcelled by the

sweetness of nectar. As that spoke passes, the joints, etc., and the powers of the kalpa-trees

deteriorate very, very slowly.In the second spoke, mortals live for two palyas*, are four miles

tall, and eat every third day. The powers of the wishing-trees are somewhat less; the waters

and the ground-sugar are somewhat deficient in sweetness. In this spoke too, in course of time,

as in the former one, abundance gradually decreases, like the size of an elephant’s trunk. In

the third spoke, men live for one palya*, are two miles tall, and eat every second day. And in

this spoke, as before, body, age, sweetness of the ground, and power of the wishing-trees

become still less. In the fourth spoke lacking former power, men live for a crores of Purvas*,

five hundred bows tall. In the fifth, they live for one hundred years and are ten and a half feet

tall; but in the sixth they live for sixteen years and are one foot and a half high, filled with pure



sorrow. In utsarpini also men must be known to be such (as in avasarpini) in the six spokes in

reverse order.From being born at the end of the third spoke, the twins were nine hundred bows

tall; they lived for the tenth part of a palya; their bodies* had mortise-collar-and-pin joints, and

they were provided with a perfectly symmetrical form. The man-twin with a complexion the

color of pure gold together with his wife, the color of the priyangu105 had the beautiful

appearance of Sumeru with a mass of clouds. In the same place, because of the deceit

practiced in the former birth, Asokadatta became an elephant*, snow-white, with four tusks, like

an elephant of the gods. One day, as he was wandering at will, the elephant saw before him

the man-twin, his friend of a former birth. Affection sprang up from his body expanded by the

shower of nectar of his sight, like a shoot from a seed. He (the man), even though unwilling,

was made to mount his shoulder by the elephant, who had seized him and embraced him with

his trunk at pleasure. From the two repeatedly seeing each other, the recollection of their

former birth arose, just as if shown before their eyes. The other twins, their eyes wide-open

with astonishment, saw him, like Indra, mounted on a four-tusked elephant. Then the twins

called him by the name ‘Vimalavahana’ (The White-vehicled), because he is seated on an

elephant white as the conch, jasmineB, and moon.” Knowing ethics (niti) from recollections of

former births, having the white elephant as a vehicle, naturally handsome, he became head of

all the people.With the passing of time there the power of the wishing-trees diminished, like

that of ascetics whose good-conduct has been violated. The Madyangas gave wine tasteless,

scanty, and slow, as if inferior trees had been brought by an evil fate that had changed them.

As if powerless from reflecting, “Shall they be given, or not?” the Bhragas when asked gave

dishes reluctantly. The Turyangas did not produce such musical instruments*, etc., like slave

Gandharvas who had been dragged there with abuse. Even though asked repeatedly for light,

the Jyotiska-trees, as well as the Dipasikhas,106 did not emit such light as before, like torches

by day. The Citrangas, like disrespectful servants, did not bestow wreaths, etc., quickly as the

result of a wish. The Citrarasas did not give as before the fourfold food*, like food-dispensary

donors whose desire to give is being destroyed. The Maayangas likewise did not deliver

manifold ornaments, etc., as if filled with anxiety, “How will they be replaced again?” The

Gehakaras made houses slowly, slowly, like poets whose powers and proficiency are dull

producing good poems. Even the Anangas gave clothes very reluctantly like clouds that have

cruel planets107* as obstacles* giving rain.As the consequence of such a time, the twins

developed a sense of ownership in the wishing-trees, as if in their own bodies.* When one of

them approached a wishing-tree considered his own by another, it was a great insult to the one

having first claim to ownership. Then unable to endure the mutual injuries, they made

Vimalavahana their chief, with authority as lord. Knowing niti from recollections of former

births, he divided the wishing-trees and gave them to the twins, as an old man divides property

among members of his family. He promulgated the law of Hakara for the punishment of anyone

who crossed the boundary from desire for another’s wishing tree. As a result of his punishment

with the words, “Hah! you did that wickedly,” the twins did not exceed the boundaries, as waters

do not exceed the bank of the Ocean. In regard to the Ha-punishment the twins thought, “etter

corporal punishment, etc., than the disgrace of the Hah!”When half a year only of his life

remained, his wife Candrayasas bore twins. A boy and girl, with lives of numberless Purvas*,

with good bodies*, having the first kind of joints, dark, eight hundred bows tall, named

Caksusmat and Candrakanta by the parents, born together, they grew up like a creeper and a

tree. After caring for the twins for six months, Vimalavahana died without old age or disease,

and was born among the Suvarnaka-kumaras. At the same time Candrayasas died and was

born among the Nagas. Moonlight cannot remain when the moon has set. Having completed



his own life there, the elephant* too attained the state of being a Nagakumara. Such is the

power of time. By the law of the Ha punishment alone, Caksusmat preserved the boundaries

of the twins, like Vimalavahana. The last period of the life of Caksusmat and Candrakanta

having arrived, twins Yasasvin and Surupa were born. Having the (same) joints, figure and

color (as their parents), a little shorter lived, they gradually attained growth, like strength and

intellect. Always going together, seven hundred and fifty bows tall, the two had the appearance

of pillars of, an arch. In course of time Caksusmat died and was born among the Suvarnas,

and Candrakanta at once among the Nagas.Then Yasasvin, like his father, controlled all the

twins easily for a long time, as a cow-herd controls cows. Then gradually the Hakara was

disregarded by the twins, like the elephant-goad by elephants whose internal ichor is

appearing. Yasasvin made the Makara punishment to curb them. In a disease that cannot be

subdued by one remedy, another remedy must certainly be applied. He, having great judgment,

used the first law for a small offense, the second one for a moderate offense; and both in a

serious offense. When their lives were almost ended, Yasasvin and Surupa had a girl and boy

together like knowledge and humility. They named the son, as bright as the moon, Abhicandra,

and the daughter who resembled the priyangu creeper, Pratirupa, Having shorter lives than

their parents, six hundred and fifty bows tall, united like sami and asvattha trees, they gradually

grew up. Always they had the beautiful appearance of the holy streams Mandakinis and

Yamuna with their waters mingled. When his life was completed, Yasasvin was born among

the Abdhikumaras; and at the same time Surupa among the Nagakumaras.Like his father,

Abhicandra ruled all the twins for a long time by the same maintenance of discipline and by the

same two laws. Finally twins were borne by Pratirupa, just as the moon, desired by many

creatures, is borne by the night. The parents gave the name Prasenajit to the son, and to the

daughter the name Caksuhkanta, because she was pleasing to the eye. Having shorter lives

than their parents, with the dark luster of the betel-vine, together they gradually grew up like

intellect and vigor. Both six hundred bows tall, having equal beauty, they were like day and

night of the equinox. After death Abhicandra was born among the “Udadhikumaras, but

Pratirupa among the Nagakumaras at the same time.Then in the same place Prasenajit

became lord of the twins. For generally the sons of the eminent are also eminent. Then the

twins gradually transgressed the Hakara-law and the Makara-law, as those afflicted by love

transgress modesty and the bounds of good behavior. Prasenajit made another law of

Dhikkara, resembling a charm for terrifying the great bhut of transgression.* Clever in their

administration, by these three laws he ruled all the people like an elephant* by the three

yatas.108 Then toward the end of the time (i.e. her life) Caksuhkanta bore twins, a boy and girl,

whose lives were somewhat shorter. They were five hundred and fifty bows tall, and together

increased in size like a tree and its shadow. The son became known among the people by the

name Marudeva and the daughter by the name Srikanta. Marudeva, gold-color, with his wife,

who was the color of the priyangu, had the beautiful appearance of Mt. Kanaka (Meru) with a

row of trees in Nandana. Then after death* Prasenajit was born among the Dvipakumaras, and

Caksuhkanta at the same time among the Nagakumaras.Then Marudeva directed all the twins

by the same series of laws, as the king of the gods directs the gods. Finally, twins were born

from Srikanta, boy and girl, named Nabhi and Marudevi. Five hundred and twenty-five bows

tall, together they grew up like forgiveness and self-control. Marudeva, with the beauty of the

priyangu, and Nabhi, having the color of pure gold, looked like images of their parents from the

identity of color. The life of these two noble persons was measured by numbered purvas109

and was somewhat less than Srikanta’s and Marudeva’s. After death* Marudeva attained the

status of a Dvipakumara and Srikanta that of a Nagakumara. After that Nabhi became the



seventh patriarch of the twins, and ruled them properly by these three laws.THE BIRTH OF

RSABHA, THE THIRTEENTH INCARNATIONTHE 14 DREAMS AND ITS INTER

PRETATIONWhen there remained in the third spoke of time eighty-four lacs of Purvas* plus

eighty-nine fortnights, on the fourth day of the dark fortnight of the month Asadha, when the

moon was in conjunction with the Uttarasadha constellation, the soul of Sri Vajranabha, after

completing a span of life to the extent of thirty-three sagaropamas, fell from Sarvarthasiddhi

and descended into the womb of Marudevi, the wife of Sri Nabhi, as a hansa would descend

from Lake Manasa to the bank of the Mandakinis. At the time when the Master descended, for

a moment there was happiness for all creatures in the three worlds from the destruction of

pain, and also a great light. Then Marudevi, asleep in her bed-chamber, saw fourteen great

dreams on the night of the conception. (First) A bull, white, massive-shouldered, with a long,

straight tail; with a wreath of golden bells like lightning in an autumn-cloud. (Second) A king

elephant*, four-tusked, white, gradually swelling, charming with a trickling stream of ichor, like a

living Kailasa. (Third) A lion, red eyed, long-tongued, with a waving mane, displaying a banner

among warriors, as it were, under the pretext of raising his tail. (Fourth) The goddess whose

resting place is a lotus, with eyes resembling lotuses (i.e. Sri), adorned with pitchers full of

water lifted up by the trunks of the elephants of the quarters. (Fifth) A wreath twisted from

flowers of various and numerous divine trees like a pendent rain-bow. (Sixth) A moon-orb

having the sky-orb resplendent with a flood of light, producing joy like the image of her own

face. (Seventh) A sun, giving the delusion that it was day at that time, though it was night,

destroying all darkness, having blazing light. (Eighth) A flag-star with a fluttering pennant

having a wreath of bells like an elephant* with its ears flapping. (Ninth) A pitcher of water, a

gold pitcher, its mouth covered with full-blown lotuses, resembling the pitcher of nectar which

appeared at the churning of the Ocean. (Tenth) A great lotus-pond become many mouths, as it

were, to praise the first Arhat by means of lotuses resonant with bees. (Eleventh) An Ocean of

milk pleasing the mind with masses of high waves that were thieves of the beauty of masses of

autumn clouds scattered over the earth. (Twelfth) A heavenly palace (vimana)110* with

immense luster, as if that palace in which the Blessed One had lived as a god had come here

from former affection. (Thirteenth) A great collection of jewels with radiant light massed in the

sky like a collection of stars come together in one place from somewhere. (Fourteenth) A

smokeless fire that was like the collected brilliance of all the brilliant objects present in the

womb of the three worlds. These entered her mouth. At dawn, the Mother Marudevi woke up at

the end of her dream with a smiling face like a lotus. As if pouring forth unequaled joy, with

tender words the Lady at once told Nabhi the dreams in detail. “Your son will be the best

patriarch (kulakara),” Nabhi explained the dreams in accordance with his own simplicity.Then

the thrones of the Indras shook as if from anger at the thought, The birth of the Master in a

mere Kulkar’s family is not suitable than “What is the reason for this sudden trembling of our

thrones?” They ascertained that after employing knowledge and perception. Then the Indras

came all together, like friends having an appointment, to interpret to the Blessed One’s Mother

the meaning of the dreams. With buds made from their folded hands on their heads from

Reverence, they made clear the interpretation of the dreams, like commentators a text. “O

Mistress, from the sight of the bull in your dream a son will be to you, able to lift up the chariot

of Dharma* sunk in the mud of delusion. From the sight of the elephant, O Lady your son will

be the greatest of the great, and the sole abode of great power. From the sight of the lion your

son will be a lion among men, resolute, always fearless, a hero with unflinching valor. From the

fact that Sri was seen, O Lady, is indicated that your son, the best of men, will be the Lord of

the Sri (Glory) of the sovereignty of the three worlds. From the sight of a wreath in a dream the



sight of your son will be auspicious*, his rule worn on the head like a wreath by all the world. O

Mother of the World, that a full moon was seen in your sleep means that your son will be

pleasing, a joy to the eye. That you saw a sun means that your son will be the creator of the

light of the world by destroying the darkness of delusion. That you saw a great banner in a

dream, O Lady, that means that your son will be a Dharma banner, the founder of a great line.

That you saw a pitcher full of water means that your son will be a vessel filled with all the

supernatural powers (atisayas).That you saw a lotus-pond, Mistress, means that your son will

take away the pain of those who have fallen into the desert of samsara. That your Ladyship

saw an Ocean means that your son will be inaccessible and accessible. That you saw a

heavenly palace, a marvel to the earth, O Lady, means that your son will be worshipped even

by Vaimanika gods. That you saw a heap of jewels with flashing light means that your son will

be a heap of jewels of all the virtues. That you saw a flaming fire enter your mouth means that

your son will absorb the dignity of other dignitaries. O Mistress, it is indicated by these fourteen

dreams that your son will be Master in the world extending for fourteen rajjus.”111 Having

related thus the interpretation of the dreams, and having bowed to Marudevi, the lords of the

gods at once went to their own abodes.Her body, sprinkled by the nectar of the Indras inter

pretation of the dreams, expanded like the earth sprinkled with water by the clouds. She was

beautified by the embryo, like a bank of clouds by the sun, like a pearl-oyster by a pearl as its

fruit, like a mountain-cave by a lion. Marudeva, who was naturally the dark color of a priyangu,

became fair from the embryo, like a bank of autumn-clouds. Her breasts became very large

and high, as if from joy at the thought: “The Master of the World will suck us.” Her eyes became

very wide-open, as if extremely eager to see the face of the Blessed One. The wall-like surface

of the Mistress’s hips, though wide, became more so, like the sandbar of a river, after the

passing of the rains. Her gait, slow by nature, became slower, like that of an elephant* that has

reached the rutting-condition. At that time her wealth of beauty increased greatly, like the

knowledge of a learned man at dawn112 like the bank of the Ocean in the hot season. Even

though she was carrying the embryo, the sole essence of the three worlds in her womb, she

did not become wearied. This is the power of the Arhats while they are in the embryo-stage.

Gradually, gradually, in the womb of Marudeva, the embryo grew secretly like a bulb in the

ground. By his power the Mistress became especially compassionate toward all. Water, even

though cold, may become colder from snow thrown into it. By the power of the Blessed One

having descended into her womb, Nabhi was honored more than his father by all the twins.

From his power the kalpa-trees became especially efficacious, just as the moonbeams in the

autumn become especially beautiful. By his power the earth had the hostility of men and

animals appeased. For always the burning heat is allayed at the coming of the rain.When nine

months, seven and one half days had passed, at midnight on the eighth of the black fortnight of

Caitra, the planets* being in exaltation, the moon being in conjunction with Uttarasadha, the

Lady gave an easy birth to a son, a twin. The skies became bright then as if from happiness;

the people devoted themselves to sport with great joy, like gods. He looked like a god that had

appeared on the couch of spontaneous birth, free from stains, afterbirth, blood, etc. Then there

was a light in the three worlds, like lightning, causing surprise to the eyes of the world,

destroying darkness. Though unbeaten by servants, the drum having the deep sound of clouds

resounded aloud in the sky from joy, like Heaven itself. Even the hell-inhabitants, who had

never before attained happiness, experienced it, to say nothing of animals, men, and gods. The

dust was removed from the earth by winds blowing slowly, slowly over the earth as if by

servants. Garments were waved, and perfumed water was rained by the clouds, and the earth

expanded like watered seed.BIRTH CEREMONIESThen eight Dikkumaris living in the lower



world, their thrones being shaken at once, came to the birth-house. Bhogankara, Bhogavati,

Subhoga, Bhogamalini, Toyadhara, Vicitra, Puspamala, Abhinandita. After they had

circumabulated three times the first Tirthankaras and his mother, and had paid homage to

them, they said, “Reverence to you, Mother of the World, Giver of the Light of the World. We

eight Dikkumaris, living in the lower world, have come here by his power to make a festival to

him, knowing by clairvoyant knowledge the purifying birth of the Tirthankara. Therefore, do not

be afraid.” Saying this, standing in the northeast region, they made a lying-in house with one

thousand pillars, facing east. They removed all the gravel, thorns, etc., around the birth-house

to the extent of a yojana by means of a whirlwind. Then, after checking the whirlwind and

bowing to the Blessed One, they continued to sing to him, seated near him.Likewise, having

known by the shaking of their thrones, the eight Dikkumaris living on Mt. Meru, inhabitants of

the upper world, came. Meghankara, Meghavati, Sumegha, Meghamalini, Toyadhara, Vicitra,

Varisena, Balahaka. After bowing to the Jinas and the Jina’s mother and announcing

themselves as before, they quickly made a mass of clouds in the sky, like the month Nabhasya.

For a yojana around the house they laid the dust completely with perfumed water like darkness

by moonlight. They made a shower of five-colored flowers knee-deep, making the earth made

of variegated paintings as it were. Likewise singing the spotless virtues of the Tirthanatha, filled

with a high degree of joy, they stood each in her proper place.Eight Dikkumaris, living on the

eastern Rucaka Mountains,113 came in chariots rivaling the mind (in speed) as it were.

Nandottara, Nanda, Ananda, Nandivardhana, Vijaya, Vaijayanti, Jayanti, Aparajita. After bowing

to the Master and to Marudeva and announcing themselves as before, singing auspicious*

songs, they stood in front, holding mirrors.The same number of Dikkumaris, living on the

southern Rucaka Mountains, came there, impelled by joy like a whip. Samahara, Supradatta,

Suprabuddha, Yasodhara, Laksmivati, Sesavati, Citragupta, Vasundhara. Having bowed to the

Lord of Jinas and his mother and having introduced themselves as before, they stood on the

right, singing, with pitchers in their hands.Eight Dikkumaris also, living on the west Rucaka

Mountains, came in haste, as if outstripping each other from devotion. Iladevi, Suradevi, Prthvi,

Padmavati, Ekanasa, Navamika, Bhadra, Asoka. Having bowed to the Jina and the Jina’s

mother and having announced themselves as before, they stood behind, holding palm-leaf

fans, singing.Eight Dikkumaris from the northern Rucaka Mountains came quickly by means

of the Abhiyogika-gods who had become chariots like the wind (in speed). Alambusa,

Misrakesi, Pundarika, Varuni, Hasa, Sarvaprabha, Sri, Hri. After bowing to the Jina and to his

mother and announcing their purpose as before, they stood on the left holding chauris,

singing.Four Dikkumaris, named Citra, Citrakanaka, Satera, Sautramani, came from the

intermediate points of the compass of the Rucaka Mountains. When they had bowed to the

Jinas and the Jina’s mother and had introduced themselves in the same way, they stood in the

northeast, etc., directions, holding lights, singing.Four Dikkumaris came from Rucakadvipa,

Rupa, Rupansika, Surupa, and Rupakavati. They cut the Lord’s navel-cord, leaving three

inches, made a hole in the ground, and deposited it there. They filled the hole with diamonds

and jewels quickly, and made a platform covered with durva-grassB over it. To the east, south

and north of the Lord’s birth-house, they created three houses of plantain114 like houses of

Sri. In each one of them, they created an extensive four-room apartment adorned with a lion-

throne, resembling their own palaces. Setting the Jina on their folded hands, and supporting

his mother on their arms, like expert servants they led her to the southern four-room apart

ment. After seating them on the lion-throne, they anointed them both with fragrant oil

composed of a thousand ingredients, like expert shampooers. Quickly they massaged them

both with divine unguent, the heavens being delighted by a stream of great fragrance. After con



ducting them to the eastern four-room apartment and seating them on the lion-throne, they

bathed them with water pure as their own minds. They rubbed their bodies* with fragrant

reddish cloths, and quickly anointed them with gosirsa-sandal paste. They put on them

garments of devadusya-cloth, and various ornaments resembling a flash of lightning. Then,

having led them to the northern four-room apartment, they seated the Blessed One and the

Blessed One’s mother on the lion-throne. They had gosirsa-sandal-fuel collected quickly by the

Abhiyogika-gods from Mt. Ksudrahimavat. Having speedily produced a fire by the two pieces of

wood for kindling fire by attrition, they made a sacrifice with the gosirsa-sandal made into fuel.

With the ashes of the fire they made an amulet. For that is the course of devotion to those two,

even though they are very powerful. Saying aloud, “May your life be as long as that of a

mountain,” they struck together stone-balls near the Lord’s ears.115 Having placed Marudevi

and the Lord on a couch in the lying-in house, they stood singing auspicious* songs. Then

simultaneously in the heavens, there was the loud sound of the eternal bells, like the sound of

musical instruments* at the time of a wedding.At that time the thrones of the Indras, though im

movable as mountain-peaks, trembled like hearts from confusion. Then the Lord of

Saudharma, his eyes red from a burst of anger, his face knitted in a frown on the broad surface

of his forehead, making his lower lip tremble like a name from the fire of internal anger, taking a

deep breath as if to make firm his throne with one foot, saying to himself, “Whose name-paper

has been turned up now by Krtanta?” starts to take his thunderbolt, the wind to the fire of his

own arrogance. When he saw Purandaras thus like an angry lion, his general, like pride

incarnate, bowed to him and asked: “O Master, with me present as a soldier, why this anger on

your part? O Lord of the World, tell me what enemy of yours I am to destroy.” Then the Lord of

the gods composed his mind, employed clairvoyant knowledge, and knew the birth of the first

Jinas. At once Sakra, the violence of his anger oozing away from joy, became like a mountain

with a forest-fire extinguished by rain. “Alas for what I thought. May my sin be without

consequences.” Saying this, the chief of the gods left the lion-throne. He took seven or eight

steps, put on his head his folded hands which bestowed the beauty of a second jeweled crown,

bowed, touching the earth with the lotuses of his knee and head, and with his hair erect from

joy began a hymn of praise to the Arhat as follows:STUTI“Reverence to you, O Lord of the

Congregation*, Protector of the World, Ocean of Compassion, O Lord, son of Sri Nabhi. O

Lord, you are resplendent with the three knowledge’s, sense knowledge,116 etc., innate, like

Mt. Meru with the parks, Nandana, etc. O God, this zone of Bharata today surpasses heaven,

since it is adorned by you, the crest-jewel of the three worlds. Like you, this day is to be held in

respect throughout samsara, purified by the festival of your birth-kalyana,117 O Lord of the

World. From the auspicious* occasion of your birth, happiness arose even for the inhabitants of

hell. For whom is the birth of the Arhats not a destroyer of pain? Henceforth, let Dharma*, lost

like a (hidden) deposit in the country of Bharata in Jambudvipa, spring up from the seed of

your power. Who that has attained to your feet will not cross samsara? Even iron in a ship

reaches the bank of the Ocean. Like a wishing-tree in a treeless place, like a river-torrent in the

desert, O Blessed One, you have descended into Bharata, because of the merit of the people.”
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